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Transit hours are unfair to public needs 
- let's make some changes!! 
I want skytrain to start one hour eartier and to 
end one hour later every day. 
J)rint na111e ................................................ . 
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Cldd~ ...................................................... . 
AHention Readers: 
The Lower Mainland has almost 3 million residents. Our cities have active night 
lives and most of our bars and nightclubs are open until 2 am. B.C. Transit, however, 
ignores all of these facts and sees fit to shut the Skytrain down an hour before any of 
those bars are even closed. What are we, the people who pay for the "convienence" of 
transit, supposed to do? . . 
What must be done is either take a late bus or stay downtown until mommg 
when the Skytrain begins to run again. This means that if you live in Burnaby it takes 
two hours and various buses to get home and if you live in Surrey you can forget about 
getting home at all. 
It is, also, not only the night owls of our world that are inconvenienced! Thou-
sands of people on the Lower Mainland have jobs that are either night shifts or begin in 
the early morning. These people have to take buses hours too early for work in order to 
get to work on time because the Skytrain doesn't begin to run early enough. . 
This is ridiculous! B.C. Transit needs to know that the Skytram 1S not as accessi-
ble for the taxpayers as they would like to think it is. They need to make it accessib~e for 
real people and get into the same time schedule as the rest of the world around 1t .. 
If you feel that the Skytrain was built for us real people and should be catermg 
more to us simply fill out the petition/ballot form and drop it off at the Other Press, Room 
1 1020. We will make sure that it is sent off to B.C.Thansit. So, let them know how you fed! 
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B.C. News Shorts----------------
Grants awarded to 
assist health 
research proiects 
A total of $3.2 million in 
funding is awarded to 88 health re-
search projects around the province 
by the B.C. Health Research Founda-
tion. Health minister Paul Ramsey says 
the projects help the foundation meet 
its goal of pursuing better health for 
British Columbians through the sup-
port of innovative research. Areas of 
study covered by the awards include 
mental illnesses, respiratory diseases, 
AIDS, and pediatrics, among others. 
New apptoach aims at 
lowering school land costs 
The B.C. government is tak-
ing a new approach to land acquisi-
tions for new schools in order to cut 
costs for taxpayers. Education minis-
ter Art Charbonneau says government 
will consult up front with develop-
ers, municipalities, school boards and 
municipal planners on ways to acquire 
land for new schools at lower costs. 
Previously, planning and site pur-
chases were done late in the develop-
ment process, when land values had 
already significantly increased . 
Charbonneau says that with a school 
construction budget of more than half 
a billion dollars, government must 
ensure spending is done as prudently 
as possible. 
B.C. elects a majority of 
Reformers in federal vote 
British Columbians elect 24 
Reformers, six liberals and two New 
Democrats to represent them in Ot-
tawa. B.C.'s new members of parlia-
ment include just three without prior 
experience in the House of Com-
mons, as voters radically change the 
province's 32-member federal contin-
gent. 
B.C. helps victims of 
India's earthquake 
Premier Mike Harcourt 
presents a cheque for $250,000, on 
behalf of the people of British Colum-
bia, to the Canagian Red Cross for the 
India Earthquake Relief Fund. Tens of 
thousands of people were killed in the 
catastrophe. Harcourt says the prov-
ince's contribution is a gift of friend-
ship and is intended to provide hu-
manitarian assistance for those who 
are rebuilding their homes and com-
munities. 
Research grant 
awarded to B.C. nurses 
B.C. nurses get seven grants 
worth a total of more than $84,000 
from the B.C. Health Research Foun-
dation. The grants focus mainly on de-
termining how patients respond to 
specific nursing practices. Health min-
ister Paul Ramsey says the fmdings 
will increase the knowledge of health 
practitioners around the province and 
will help the health system be more 
receptive to the needs of British 
Columbians. 
Program announced 
for recycling 
A first-time joint recycling 
initiative between the B.C. govern-
ment and Canadian Tire stores across 
B.C. is armounced. The program pro-
vides consumers with safe and con-
venient disposal options for recycling 
oil, batteries and tires. Environment 
minister Moe Sihota says the partner-
ship of government and industry is 
essential for cleaning up B.C. air, land 
and water. The 39 participating stores 
will monitor returns of used tires, oil 
and batteries and the results will be 
announced by the ministry in late No-
vember. 
Women encouraged to 
study science 
A document which provides 
information on educational programs 
across Canada and the U.S. dealing with 
science and technologies is released, 
with the aim of encouraging more fe-
males to pursue careers in these fields. 
Prepared by the province, it describes 
community, public school and post-sec-
ondary science and technical programs. 
it also includes and extensive annotated 
bibliography of resource materials deal-
ing with women in these areas. 
Women's equality minister 
Penny Priddy says many jobs of the fu-
ture will require a scientific or techni-
cal background, making it important 
that young women be encouraged to 
pursue careers in those fields. 
BC Tel's rate 
increase opposed 
by province 
The B.C. government presented 
its argument against BCTel's request for 
a 40% residential and I 2% business lo-
cal rate increase at a CRTC hearing in 
Vancouver. 
. Employment minister Glen 
Clark says BC Tel can already earn a fair 
rate of return without increasing local 
rates in 1993. He says the rate hike re-
quest represents a revenue grab that will 
hurt people on fixed incomes, particu-
larly seniors, and will harm small busi-
ness - the people British Columbia is 
relying on to create jobs. 
The CRTC's ruling on BC Tel's 
rate increase request is expected early 
in 1994. 
Negotiations 
under way for 
commuter trains 
Employment and investment 
minister Glen Clark says the B.C. cabi-
net has given BC Transit the go-ahead 
to negotiate a deal with the railways that 
could see commuter trains running be-
tween Mission and downtown Vancou-
ver in as little as two years. Clark says 
the government still has to reach a deal 
with CP Rail and Burlington Northern 
railways and secure federal money to-
wards the estimated cost of $80 mil-
lion to S 140 million, and he wants Ot-
tawa to kick in 50%. He says the prov-
ince no longer has reservations about 
the trains following completion of a 
new BCTransit study that predicted sup-
port from commuters and a reasonable 
cost. 
Police uniform 
regulations 
changed to 
allow Sikh 
symbols of faith 
Uniform regulations in the 
Police Act have been amended to al· 
low municipal police officers who are 
baptized Sikhs to wear the symbols of 
faith reqUircil by their religion. 
Attorney general Colin 
Gabelmann says the increasing cul-
tural diversity of B.C. makes it essen-
tial for governed by the PoliceAct. The 
RCMP. which is responsible for po-
licing two thirds of the province, 
amended its Wl)forrn regulations in 
1989 to enable its detachments to hire 
orthodox Sikh officers. 
Independent 
scientific panel 
created to 
scrutinize: 
improved forest 
practices in 
Clayoquot Sound 
A panel of independent experts 
is appointed to the newly created Sci-
entific Panel for Sustainable Forest Prac-
tices in Clayoquot Sound. Premier Mike 
Harcourt says the 19-member panel -
consisting of scientists from B.C. and 
Washington state who are internation-
ally recognized leaders in their respec-
tive fields of expertise, as well as four 
members designated by the central re-
gion of the Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal 
Council - builds on the improved for-
est practices set for the area last June by 
the B.C. government. 
Harcourt says creation of the 
independent panel is a major step to-
wards a sustainable future for 
Clayoquot, and providing reassurance to 
British Colurnbians of the most current 
and effective forest standards for the 
sound. The panel will provide progress 
reports on Jan. 31 and March 31, 1994, 
and will make final recommendations 
on new forest practices for Clayoquot 
Sound on June 30, 1994. 
1995 BC summer and 
winter games sites 
announced 
The Comox Valley will host the 1995 B.C. Winter Games, while the '95 
B.C. Summer Games are going to Penticton. 
Sports minister Robin Blencoe says the games will leave each region with a 
legacy of improved equipment and facilities, as well as a fmanciallegacy. He says a 
study of the '92 Winter Games in Vernon found they had a direct economic impact 
of $1.6 million, while studies of the '91 Summer Games in Coquitlam and the '92 
Summer Games in Port Alberni found they had an impact of approximately $3 
million. 
The 1994 B.C. Winter Games will be in Smithers, with the '94 Summer 
Games slated for Kelowna. 
Aboriginal iustice report in 
Cariboo-Chilcotin released 
Attorney general Colin 
Gabelmann makes public a report on 
aboriginal justice concerns in the 
Cariboo-Chilcotin region. Prepared 
by a comission headed by Judge 
Anthony Sarich, the 62-page report 
deals with police-community rela-
tions and the specific cultural needs 
of aboriginal people within the jus-
tice system. Gabelmann says he hopes 
the report will stimulate aboriginal 
justice reforms in the Cariboo-
Chilcotin and throughout the prov-
ince. He says a working group has 
been formed to assess the recommen-
dations, including aboriginal polic-
ing, and a B. C.-wide consultation will 
be carried out on aboriginal legal 
services in an effort to understand and 
move forward on the specific legal 
services issues and requirements of 
aboriginal people. 
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Lett erg to 
Dear Other Press, 
Well , it's I :30 in the morning and I can't 
get to sleep which isn't so great considering I 
have to be up by 6a.m .. So I get up and smoke a 
cigarette (even though I don't smoke,) heck, it 
was there and I didn't have anything better to do. 
The irony is that even though I've cut my life span 
by, what?, 30 seconds?, I've done less damage to 
myself than when I'm around other people who 
smoke, recycling their used smoke. 
I still couldn't get to sleep though, and 
my thoughts slowly wandered to the days 
events ... My trip to the pet store, and the lines to a 
new poem about fish began to take shape in my 
head. (Hey, it's I :30 a.m. okay, so this isn't ab-
normal activity ... yet.) Yeah, well it was a stupid 
poem so I won-If" say anymore about it, but then 
my thoughts wandered even more. 
Now, I've never thought of keeping fish 
in a ftsh tank/bowl as animal cruelty, but lets look 
at it from the fish's point of view. (Humour me.) 
Imagine coming from the big blue sea (brown if 
it's polluted,) where you had tons of space to 
swim, other fishes to swim with , and real plants 
to swim around. Sure you weren't guaranteed a 
meal whenever you felt hungry, and it's true that 
you had to watch out for the bigger fish who 
the Editor 
would have thought you a delectable morsel for 
lunch, but hey, that's a risk you gotta take, and 
only a small price to pay for freedom. 
Ufe is cool until the two legged land mon-
ster which sits at the top of the food chain decides 
he'll do you a big favour by letting you live with 
him. He'll put you in a bowl full of water, add 
some plastic plants to get that natural environment 
going (all the comforts of home you know!) AND, 
he'll even feed you everyday!! (of course he could 
overfeed you in which case you would explode 
and die.) Should I tell you what your bonus is, or 
do you want to look behind door #3? OOPs! Too 
late. 
Just think, you 'II get to sit beside his lava 
lamp, and swim in circles to his hearts delight. If 
you get dizzy and f.tint at least you wouldn't sink. 
Oh!, and by the way. you might get a complete 
idiot who knows nothing about fish as an owner, 
and there is the slight risk that he could place an-
other fish, who sees you as a nice tidbit to munch 
on, in your tank with you . (Yes!, these fringe ben-
efits are free.) Makes you wanna take up smoking, 
huh? 
.. .It's only 2:14. I still have three hours 
and forty-five minutes till I have to get ready, so, 
do you wanna hear what I think about... 
signer!. 
still awake 
Ed.- Although most letters to the editor are dropped into the submissions box in the office, others are sometimes found in more , 
unusual places. The above letter for example, was written on 1st floor bathroom wall by a shy. yet avid reader of the Other Press. 
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douglas college's student newspaper since 1976 
STAFF THIS ISSUE 
Finally, finally, finally, after much procrastination, some retaliation 
and a little humiliation, paper production at the O.P. was underway. It was a 
treacherous, tiresome, tacky week as Niki and Tara battled with invisible 
cows, bygones and spilt milk. Holy Holly's ear got stuck to the telephone 
(that'll teach ya!!). Super Scott, the wonderful wizard of words, showed everyone 
how to smile and stress at the same time while visions of meatballs danced in 
his head. Oil Patch Dug got weirded right out and threw away disc after disc of 
impossibility. Elaine's jaw hit the ground as she and Lys encountered tumbling 
terricloth and the friendly sailor. Steve danced the hokey pokey and shared his 
thoughts on many a topic (always a pleasure Steve!!!) as Tim ate his porridge 
with a dessert fork, pushed the importance of riding the roller coaster and bit 
his lip once again. Erica and A.J. sucked applesauce and blew balloons while 
Manjit and the Mahjongg master Nancy made whatever they could of the chaos. 
COORDINATORS AND SUCH 
production- Niki King-Jocks 
arts & entertainment - Tara Meiklejohn 
classifteds -Dug Hebert 
featur:Js- Steve Jocks 
graphics - Trent Ernst 
prod. assistant - Scott Simmer 
sports - Lys Parades & Elain Leong 
news - Ari Chark 
creative- Niki King-Jocks 
office - Tim Crumley 
The Peace Camp - the other 
side of the story 
Dear Other Press; 
I just read some of Alison Smith's report 
on the Peace Camp. I fmd it difficult to believe 
that we were in the same place at the same time. 
That it was the same time is obvious to me, since 
the drummers she refers to were causing lots of 
friction, and the Circle was convened at one point 
to deal with this matter specifically. I was in the 
Circle, as were about 40 others. 
Two men were causing lots of difficul-
ties. One was a spoiled young man who wanted 
to drum all day and all night; he caused lots of 
people to hate him. He would dis-associate when 
people gently criticized him. As a Jungian, I can 
state with some authority that be is a severely 
neurotic young man who was attempting to heal 
the only way he knew-by causing people to 
distance themselves from him. He should be pit-
ied, not hated. 
The other man was middle-aged and 
spoiled. By the time he spoke, many bad left the 
Circle. Consensus is the basis of Circle decisions, 
and consensus is not easily arrived at even on 
"simple" issues. Our middle aged friend was 
doing his best to intimidate people around him 
to cast off the young drummer. The Circle 
facilitator was so upset by the older man's 
behavior that she bad to leave the Circle and calm 
her nerves. 
Alison Smith is very angry about some-
thing. Perhaps her search for ecotopia was de-
layed, possibly because no such idea exists--or 
if it does, it certainly does not exist in the Peace 
Camp. 
I spent ten days at the Camp during two 
visits over the summer. The description that Smith 
paints is idiotic. The Camp is largely, but not ex-
clusively, based on feminist theory, and is run on 
a consensus model. Most of the elders, but not 
all, are women. Some of the women are middle 
aged, some are young. All respect each other for 
the contributions they bring as individuals. It is 
a pity Smith did not bring her energy into un-
derstanding these women. 
Smith's lead is pretentious. She was not 
detained. The Peace Camp entrance is not a bor-
der crossing--except in a Jungian sense! Many 
people arrived at the Camp in order to heal, sens-
ing that it was a good place to do so. They are 
and were correct. I admit that more than a few 
people were stoned or nearly so. Many were ob-
viously drying out from whatever binge they ex-
perienced before getting to the Camp. No one 
used drugs in the Camp. Such is and was forbid-
den by the Camp Code. I am personally aware of 
one young man who was forced to leave the 
Camp because he refused to leave his booze be-
hind him. 
I would be curious to know what Smith 
was seeking healing for. 
Student journalism must be "in your 
face" . It serves no purpose otherwise. Student 
journalism is art and must be seen in that light. 
But there is no artistic merit when the art lacks 
integrity and honesty. Students are as obligated 
as masters to maintain integrity and honesty in 
their art. Ms. Smith must be called on this lack of 
artistry so that her art can improve. At this time, 
however, I have no respect for her opinions. Per-
haps she can earn my respect by responding to 
these concerns in a timely marmer. 
Sincerely, 
Ari Chark 
College Place Hotel 7 40 Carnarvon St. New West. 
Just 2 Minutes From Douglas College 
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New child porn law targets everyone 
by Dan Robins 
MON11U!AL (CUP) - You're an 18-
year-old cheerleader. You want to fuck 
the football captain (he's 17), and you 
write that in your diary. Instantly you 
can be charged with possessing child 
pornography (up to five years in jail) 
- and if you show it to anyone else, 
you're distributing (up to 10 years) . 
According to MaxAllen, a producer for 
CBC, that's a fair picture of the child 
pornography bill that was rushed 
through parlf'ament in June. 
The bill covers everything from 
'fust-time' stories to academic discus-
sions, endangering every library and 
bookstore in Canada, he said. It's the 
first time private possession of obscene 
material has been an offense. And you 
can interpret it as prohibiting opposi-
tion to the law, which makes it illegal 
to write down that you think people 
under 18 should be allowed to be sexual 
- even if you're under 18 yoursel£ 
The law also does not differen-
tiate between seven-year-olds and 17-
year-olds. As Lynn Hunter, MP for 
Saanich-Gulflslands, told the House of 
Commons, "One of the joys of child-
hood is having the innocence of being 
a non-sexual person." I don't know 
about you, but I was actively fantasiz-
ing by the time I was eight. 
Common sense 
"This bill was labeled as a child 
pornography bill, and nobody wants to 
oppose a bill dealing with child por-
nography," said Dan Henry, senior le-
gal counsel for the CBC. "But the fact is 
the bill dealt with far more than what 
most Canadians would consider 'child 
pornography' . 
"As far as members of parlia-
ment were concerned, no one needed 
to worry that a law written as broadly 
as this would ever be used improperly 
or inappropriately," said Sandra 
Macdonald, president of the Canadian 
Film and Television ProductionAssocia-
tion. 
Detective staff sergeant Robert 
Matthews of the Ontario Provindal Po-
lice's anti-porn unit Project P, said this 
was not a danger. "I think common 
sense should prevail," he said. But 
Project P's arrest last month of a 15-year-
old boy under this law has opponents 
wondering what this common sense 
will be like. 
The boy made a sex film with 
two friends when he was 14. They made 
the mistake of selling the film to a 
thirtysomething trick whose apartment 
was raided by Project P. 
"It's legal for 14-year-old boys 
to have sex," said Chris Bearchell of the 
Sex Workers Alliance ofToronto (the age 
of consent in Canada is 14) . "I don't 
see why it should be illegal to show 
what is essentially a legal act." 
According to the boy's lawyer, 
Philip Klumak, the boy is out on bail 
but the case has not yet gone to trial . 
Matthews refused to comment on the 
case, saying the investigation was still 
in progress. 
A moralistic orgy 
Opponents also say Bill C-128 
(which amended the child porn provi-
sions in the Criminal Code and the Cus-
toms Tarifl) was rammed through par-
liament with next to no debate or con-
sultation, in the dosing days of a dying 
government. 
"The thing was just thrown to-
gether as a pre-election thing, for the 
Conservatives to show they could fight 
the Reform Party somehow," said 
Richard Stanbury, a Liberal senator who 
sits on the Senate committee on legal 
and constitutional affairs, which held 
hearings into the bill. "They had no time 
to prepare, and then of course the bill 
had been drawn so quickly that it had 
all sorts of problems," he said. 
The Tory-dominated House of 
Commons and Senate committees each 
spent only a week fmding witnesses, 
hearing their testimony and recom-
mending changes to the bill. And ac-
cording to several people who testified 
against the new law, committee mem-
bers had already made up their minds. 
"The members of parliament basically 
were completely uninterested in free-
dom of expression," said Macdonald. 
Henry said that before testify-
ing before the House of Commons 
committee, he overheard a conversation 
"which reflected the fact that the day 
before all parties had agreed on what 
changes would be made." The changes 
they made, which parliament eventu-
ally passed, were essentially those rec-
ommended by Det.-Sgt. Matthews in his 
testimony. Matthews suggested banning 
written porn and pictures of under-18 's 
posing (instead of just actively having 
sex) . It was also made illegal to possess 
and import porn, or even to "advocate 
or counsel" sex involving minors. "I was 
very pleased about that," said Matthews. 
Transcripts of the committee 
meetings reveal numerous instances 
when witnesses argued the law would 
target plenty of material that isn't child 
pornography, and MPs countered that 
child pornography must be banned, so 
the law was necessary. 
Eventually, the bill passed the 
House unanimously, while the Senate 
split along party lines-Tories in favor 
and Liberals opposed. "The consensus 
among members of parliament was that 
representation, in words or pictures, of 
sexual activity involving people under 
18 is theWorstThing in the World," said 
Allen. "There was no debate, there was 
an orgy," he said. 
Students practise witchcraft - not Satanism 
by Julie Crysler 
MONTREAL (CUP) -- Willow is a 
former McGill student and a priestess 
ofThe Coven of the Seekers. For almost 
nine years she has been a Wiccan, a 
modern-day witch. Like mostWiccans, 
Willow was introduced to the religion 
by an acquaintance. 
"I met somebody at work who 
was interested in Wicca. I always had 
an interest in things like Tarot cards so 
we had things to talk about. And I guess 
it came out in the conversation that my 
interest was deeper, but I didn't know 
about Wicca. 
"He figured it out and he 
started dropping hints and I started ask-
ing questions and fmally it came out 
that he said 'I'm a witch: And I was kind 
of flabbergasted. I didn't really know 
what a witch was back then. It kind of 
worried me, but I knew he was a good 
person." 
Modern day Wicca began as an 
offshoot of the feminist movement in 
the mid-70s, butalsoasa part of a wider 
occult and pagan movement. The reli-
gion is loosely based on pre-Christian 
goddess-worship in Britain. 
Wicca is often assodated with 
what Katha Pollitt of the New York maga-
zine, The Nation, calls" difference femi-
nism," in which women are morally 
superior to men. Woman is seen as the 
caregiver, the sharer. Woman is either 
"beneath, above or beyond such manly 
concerns as law [and] reason." Pollitt 
writes that these images of women -
regardless of how they are clothed -
prevent women from playing an equal 
role in society. 
Wicca emphasizes the spiritual 
side of women - which is assodated 
with darkness, mystery and the moon. 
But Willow's coven has an equal number 
of men and women. Like other aspects 
of human nature, Willow suggests that 
men and women are equally spiritual. 
Willow is concerned with bal-
ance between the genders. A ritual 
practiced by most Wiccans is called 
"Drawing Down the Moon." This in-
volves calling the spirit of the goddess 
into the body of a woman. Willow's 
coven also uses a ritual called "Draw-
ing Down the Sun" in which the god is 
called into the body of a man. 
She tends to downplay the im-
portance of feminism in her tradition. 
She says, "my tradition is more for eve-
ryone's equality. .. not just women's is-
sues." 
The Coven of the Seekers wor-
ships images of the gods and goddesses 
that reflect the society in which we live. 
They have different skin colours, body 
shapes, ages, and dress. 
Willow explains: "We create 
the gods and goddesses. The power is 
certainly there, but we relate to them 
through our own images ... it's very 
empowering." 
In Wicca, everyone is consid-
ered a manifestation of the divine. Every 
member of the coven is called either 
priest or priestess. There is no hierar-
chy. Everyone stands equal in the cir-
cle. 
Thinking something 
into reality 
There is no set dogma assod-
ated with Wicca. The theology is very 
much open to debate. Some Wiccans say 
that there are two deities - a god and 
a goddess. Others say that there is some-
thing beyond that is One and 
unknowable. Wicca is very individual-
istic. Each practitioner must come to 
terms with her or his own beliefs. 
Early practitioners used magick 
to make the crops grow, to ensure a 
good harvest. In the twentieth century, 
this earthy focus has been redirected. 
Today ecological issues tend to be at the 
forefront of Wiccan concerns. I asked 
Willow about the problem of translat-
ing the religion into an urban setting. 
"I suppose when you think 
about it everything comes from the 
earth, whether it's concrete or not. Cer-
tainly the issues are different today." 
Willow explains that her group 
is less political than others, but at the 
same time she says, "Believing in 
magick is very political. It's knowing 
you don't have to accept the way things 
are ... magick is thinking something into 
reality." 
Willow's political activity takes 
the form of sending positive energy to 
people. She is concerned with the 
homeless, victims of war, and animals 
suffering because of ecological disasters. 
Much of her magic is focused on heal-
ing. She uses herbs, crystals, Throt cards 
and energy for diagnosing and curing. 
"I do a lot of looking for the 
reasons why somebody is sick. I don't 
throw out the whole idea of viruses and 
bacteria because I have studied science 
and I've worked in the medical field and 
I see that some of those things are use-
ful . 
"But it goes beyond that . I 
mean, why do some people get exposed 
to a virus and not have symptoms while 
others do, and why are there so many 
stress-related illnesses? And why are 
there syndromes, you know, epilepsy, 
andAIDS, and cancer that you definitely 
see a difference in someone 's stress level 
and their attitude whether their feeling 
well or they're manifesting symptoms," 
she said. 
Negative stereotypes 
Although a pair of Jehovah's 
Witnesses told me flat out that Wicca 
was "demonic," the stereotypes sur-
rounding Wicca are not only of the 
Hallowe'en and satan-worshipping va-
riety. 
Willow says that a lot of the 
people are attracted to Wicca because 
they are interested in ESP, or the power 
and control they think magick will give 
them. 
Willow's description of her re-
ligion is anything but demonic. Wiccans 
are encouraged to use their magick re-
sponsibly according to two prindples. 
The first is "The Three-fold Law," a sort 
of triple karma - whatever you do re-
turns to you three times. If you do a 
good thing, then good things happen 
to you. 
The second prindple is known 
as "The Wiccan Rede" -"If harm none, 
do what you will." 
Wicca is more positive than 
many religions. One of the cornerstones 
of the faith, according to Willow is" the 
god, the goddess, the universe wants 
you to be happy. .. and to do what it is 
that's important to you." 
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Censorship! Textbook ban ends after Trent U. Appeal 
by Clive Thompson 
TORONTO (CUP) -- Canada Customs 
has reversed a decision to bar a course 
textbook from entering the country af-
ter Trent University appealed the ruling. 
Last month, Canada Customs at 
Fort Erie, Ont., barred a shipment of 
Man Sitting in the Corridor by Margue-
rite Duras, saying it contained "sex with 
violence." The book was to be taught in 
rwo Trent cultural studies courses. 
The university appealed the rul-
ing last week, and on Oct. 28 an em-
barrassed customs official called Trent 
from Ottawa to say they'd reviewed the 
book more carefully and didn't have any 
p10blems with it, according to Trent 
bookstore manager Ralph Colley. 
"They thrllk it's all been a terri-
ble mistake," Colley said. "They're here 
to stop hate literature, not to ban regu-
lar literature." 
Don Labelle, senior communi-
cations officer for Revenue Canada, said 
Customs usually immediately reviews 
the decisions of border officials to ban 
books. But in this case, the shipper -
United Parcel Service- sent the ship-
ment back to the publisher immediately 
after the ruling, so Customs did.J1't have 
a copy of the book to review, Labelle 
said. 
Trent professors say this inci-
dent shows it's time for Customs to get 
out of the book reviewing business. 
"Shouldn't it be time to sepa-
rate the question of fruit and vegeta-
bles and firearms from literature?", 
asked cultural studies professor Zsu Zsa 
Baross, who ordered the Duras book for 
her undergraduate course, "The Mak-
ing of the Modern Body." 
Baross agreed the book's por-
trayal of an erotic relationship is shock-
ing- she plans to teach it in a section 
on "perversions". alongside the Marquis 
de Sade - but said universities must 
be free to explore fringe topics. 
"It's a very disturbing book, but 
suppose I was teaching a course on ob-
scenity, how would I teach it without 
examples?" 
Trent isn't the first university 
bookstore to have shipments detained 
by customs. McMaster University, Wa-
terloo University, and the universities 
of Calgary and Manitoba have all had 
books barred in the last year. 
Trent spokesperson Susan 
Wheeler said her university had to fight 
the "arbitrary" decision, or risk setting 
a bad precedent. Otherwise, professors 
would shy away from designing courses 
with risque material, for fear of it not 
being available, she said. 
Ironically, Duras' book is al-
ready available at other libraries and 
bookstores in Canada, such as Robarts 
Library at the University ofToronto. 
Officials at Blue Moon in New 
York, which publishes the book, said 
they haven't had trouble getting the 
book into any other country. But sales 
and marketing director Louella Dizon 
said she was glad Trent fought the de-
cision. 
However, not everyone sees 
Trent as a defender offree speech. Glen 
McGregor, assistant editor at Frank 
STAND-BY FOR 
TAKE-OFF. 
At Canadian Airlines, we understand how 
difficult it is for students nowadays to make 
ends meet. 
That's why we're offering a year-round 
student stand-by fare at 65% off the regular 
economy fare anywhere that Canadian flies . 
So, if you thought a flight home or a 
chance to get away was beyond your budget, 
then think again. 
For more information, call your travel agent 
or Canadian Airlines and simply stand-by. 
Canadl .•. ''""ll -:.":-. '* :~;:::-~~·· :::::: .-:::. • .·:=:~:::: 
Canadi.lO is a registered trademark of Canadian Airlines International Ltd .. Farcs ~vailablc on~ one-way or retu~ basis. 
Fares applicable for students between the ages of 12 and 24. Proof of age IS rcqutred. Travelts on a stand-by basts only. 
Magazine, pointed out thatTrent's book-
store itself banned Frank a year and a 
half ago after a local resident com-
plained it was racist and sexist. 
"It's ironic," he added. "That's 
the other type of censorship, when you 
have special interest groups that can get 
material banned because they don't like 
it." But McGregor also criticized cus-
toms officials - "these sluggos at the 
border"- for their actions. 
U ofT tries to sack 
Prof. who runs his 
own universities 
by Brian David Dileandro 
TORONTO (CUP) -- The University 
ofToronto wants to fire a tenured pro-
fessor who runs his own chain of uni-
versities. 
Herbert Richardson, a profes-
sor of religion at St. Michael's College, 
was sent a notice of dismissal by U off 
in early July, due to an alleged "breach 
of fiduciary responsibility." 
An academic tribunal will at-
tempt to determine whether the 
dismissal can proceed. 
If the university is successful 
in dismissing Richardson, it will mark 
the fust time in over two decades that 
aU off professor's tenure has been ter-
minated. 
In September, Richardson told 
the Globe and Mail he is uncertain as 
to the exact reason for his dismissal. 
But U ofT administrators in-
sist Richardson received a five-page let-
ter in June, detailing the exact circum-
stances surrounding his dismissal, with 
four explicit grounds. 
Donald Dewees, vice-dean of 
t the Faculty of Arts and Science, said the 
letter followed an earlier seven-page 
memo he had sent to Richardson in 
May, which also outlined potential rea-
i sons for dismissal. 
"I was surprised to see that 
Prof Richardson claimed to be puzzled. 
That claim is preposterous," Dewees 
said. 
University provosf Adel Sedra 
agreed U off had just caus·e to go ahead 
with dismissal. 
"This came at the end of a big 
series of incidents all related to negli-
gence of duties or complaints by stu-
dents," he said. 
Since the case is currently un-
der review, no one associated with U 
ofT or St. Michael's College will dis-
' cuss the specific reasons given or any 
particulars of the situation. Richardson, 
too, declined comment. 
What is apparent, though, is 
that U ofT's administration has grown 
increasingly concerned about 
Richardson's activities outside U ofT. 
The professor is owner of a private pub-
lishing house, Mellen Press, as well as 
the founder of rwo universities - al-
though neither has received accredita-
tion as such. 
In January, after taking a term-
long sick leave, Richardson checked 
into the Duke University Medical 
Center for what he claimed was a seri-
ous heart ailment which prevented him 
from carrying out his teaching duties. 
But in bothApril and June, Richardson 
traveled to Dodge City, Kansas, to es-
tablish his new University of Western 
Kansas. 
Although Sedra did not specifi-
cally comment on Richardson's trips to 
Kansas, he admitted the university was 
concerned about his activities during 
his medical leave. 
"We were very concerned that 
Prof. Richardson was not fulfilling his 
duties toward the university," said 
Sedra. 
"We were concerned that he 
took a medical leave and it came to our 
attention that in fact he was using the 
time to conduct his personal business." 
The University ofWestern Kan-
sas, which opened in July, is affiliated 
with Richardson's other university in 
the Caribbean. 
Degree requirements at Mellen 
University, located in the Turks and 
Caicos Islands, are notably different 
from those at accredited universities. 
For example, Mellen offers a 
"BA for Life Experience" for $995. Al-
though students need not actually at-
tend classes, they must demonstrate 
"religious and moral self-consistency,'' 
"live life in a rational way," display "cul-
tural literacy, creative expressiveness 
and multi-cultural sensitivity," and 
prove proficiency in "social compre-
hension and psychological self-knowl-
edge." 
Orily one class has graduated 
Mellen U. Comprised of a group of II 
ministers from North Carolina, all re-
ceived PhD's in "pastoral supervision," 
which they flew to the Caribbean to 
obtain last April. 
Founded in September of last 
year, the university was intended to 
augment Mellen Press, an esoteric and 
quasi-academic publishing house 
Richardson formed in Lewiston, New 
York in 1973. Mellen Press was not un-
profitable, grossing $2.5 million in 
1992, up from $600,000 in 1988. 
In the beginning, Mellen Press 
published mostly religious texts, often 
in connection to the Unification 
Church, led by the Rev. Sun Myung 
Moon, whose followers are commorily 
known as "Moonies." 
Richardson's involvement with 
the Unification Church is well-docu-
mented. At fmt, his press focused on 
material that bolstered the church's 
reputation, such as a 1981 book edited 
by Richardson, entitledATirne for Con-
sideration: A Scholarly Appraisal of the 
Unification Church. 
In addition to a chapter writ-
ten by him, the book contains an in-
troduction written bf Richardson 
where he states he proudly wears a 
Moonie Supporter sash. 
In the early 1980s, in an at-
tempt to attract university librarians as 
buyers, Mellen began publishing litera-
ture from more established academic 
writers. 
University librarians often pur-
chase book titles in large quantities to 
be cost-effective. Books that are bought 
in large orders are frequently priced 
less than the list price. Mellen Press, 
therefore, began to publish a more gen-
eral list, at times changing the titles of 
books that at first would appear too ob-
scure, or rare, to be of interest. 
The new and comprehensive 
Mellen Press ran into trouble until 
19 8 9, when accusations of plagiarism 
were made about Stephen Barnes, 
whose book Muzak: The Hidden Mes-
sages in Music was published by 
Mellen. In 1990, another book by 
Joseph Washington drew the scrutiny 
of many librarians who were uneasy 
about the book's title, The First Fugi-
tive Foreign and Domestic Doctor of 
Divinity: Rational Race Rules of Reli-
gion and Realism Revered and Reversed 
or Revised by The Reverend Doctor 
James William Charles Pennington. 
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Freedom Williams' claim to fame is his 
success with C&C Music factory. C&C Music 
factory took the industry by storm. If you 
didn't hear it played on Pop radio last year I 
would suggest you spend a little less time 
crocheting. This year Freedom Williams has 
elected to try his hand at a solo career. His 
confident, relaxed, style made a great 
interview. 
DH - How did you get your 
start in IT))Jsic? 
FW - This is what 
I've always wanted 
to do as a kid. I've 
always liked records. 
When rap music came 
about it [was] like second 
nature to most urban kids. 
You just go outside and you 
start rapping. For several 
years it's been a very 
influential part .of my life. I 
look at it as a start. It was 
almost as if you're a kid 
growing up in Italy and you 
mother's a classic<;~l pianist 
and your father's a classical 
opera singer. You kin~ of 
grow up with it. 
DH - Why did you decide to 
go solo after all the success 
with C & C? 
FW - It was just the time for 
me. That's where I was. I've been thinking 
about it for some years. I thought that I might 
as well go solo while I'm successful. While 
I'm hot, ya know what I mean? 
DH • Has your new album been met with a 
good response? 
FW- Its a little unexpected because they don't 
know what to expect from me. Its picking up 
very well. We're doing actually very well. 
[We're] going to Australia, Japan, Malaysia. 
Doing Canada as you know. Been doing 
the States for a few months now. 
DH - Did you contribute to any of the 
writing? 
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FW - Yes, I co-wrote everything, co-
produced some of the tracks. I've got a good 
team of people who work together. 
DH - What is it like to work with Ashford 
and Simpson on the song "Respect" for your 
new album? Hove you worked w i t h 
them before? 
FW- No I haven't. I just 
had met them two or three 
months before. I saw Nick and asked 
him to help me out. They're great. I needed 
a chorus for that song. I had the rap and 
the music. I needed someone to come 
up with a nice big four, six to eight bar 
chorus. It's like working with any good 
person that knows what they're doing. 
If you hire Marcus Miller to play bass, 
it's a thrill because he's the best. If you 
hire Greg Filingaines or Michael 
Beaulicher, or TOTO to play 
keyboards on the session, you're 
hiring the best. 
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DH - How has the media responded to it? 
FW- [Quite] well actually. You know I never 
judge the media. You don't know what to 
expect from the media. They're their own 
beast. They got their own special brand of 
shit going on, ya know what I mean? They've 
been supportive. I don't know if that's good 
or bad. Sometimes [their being] supportive 
sells records. 
DH - What other kinds of music do you listen -
to? 
FW - Oh, all kinds. I like Brand Nubians. I 
like KRS-one. I like Latimore, Bobby Blue 
Bland, BB King. I like Metallica. I like REM's 
new song. I like music, whatever to me is 
good. I love Tracy Chapman. I like Sting. I 
think Eric from EPMD has a new dope 
record. I like K-solo. I like my music. 
DH - How do you feel to have the success 
like you've had so far in your career? 
FW - Very fortunate. I don't take it for 
granted. I work hard. During a jam I 
go as much as I possibly can. Two or 
three days a week I try to write good 
songs. I write sometimes in the off 
season ... l don't take it serious, but 
it's not a joke either ... There's life 
after music ... lt's beautiful to be 
able to sell three million records. 
People don't do that everyday. 
interviewed by Dug Hebert 
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MONTREAL (CUP) -- Margaret Atwood once 
compared interviewers to dancing partners -
some step on your toes by mistake and others 
do it on purpose. 
I spoke with Margaret Atwood at the cafe 
in Paragraph bookstore amidst the whirring of 
cappuccino makers, the crunching of Caesar 
salads and chattering of students. We sat knee-to 
knee at a small table piled with autographed cop-
ies of her latest novel, The Robber Bride. 
IR: In a retent interview with Th~ Gazette you said every 
political group wants you to carry their banner. What ban-
ners do you carry? 
., -
MA: PEN - Writers In Prison is the big one. I 
sing for them at their benefit. I sang a duet with 
Robertson Davies called" Anything you can write 
I can write better." Last year, I sang satires of 
popular Country and Western songs with Timo-
thy Finley. 
IR: Do you think politics has a place in your writmg? 
MA: I'm not interested in writing billboards. I'd 
rather write novels. However that doesn't mean 
that politics has no place in my work because 
we live in a political atmosphere, 
just as we live in a physical atmos-
phere, an atmosphere of food and / 
a society surrounded by images. I 
mean what's the big story today? It's 
not me. It's Bourassa resigning. 
These are the times we live in and 
unless you're living in a completely 
closed room somewhere we take 
these things in. 
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IR: But it's just that there are so many different inter-
pretations. For instance some critics impose Marxism on 
Shakespeare ... 
MA: They may be examining Shakespeare from a 
Marxist perspective which is different from saying 
that Shakespeare is a Marxist. One of the things 
that makes literary criticism interesting is that the 
words of the text remain the s~me but our view of 
them changes. Something can look different in 
different lights. The same is true even of a piece of 
landscape which looks different in the morning 
from the way it looks in the evening. It looks dif-
ferent by moonlight. It looks different at noon . 
The Robber Bride read by a fifty year old woman 
is going to be different from The Robber Bride 
read by a twenty-year-old man. This is part of the 
variety of life. It should be encouraged. 
IR: So you think the text should be the primary basis for 
criticism? 
It's irrelevant what I had for breakfast, except to 
me but what my characters have for breakfast is 
very important. 
IR: Captain Crunch is a lot different from Bran Flakes. 
MA:That's exactly right. And therefore those things 
are important for them ifl choose to put them in. 
Some authors feed their characters quite well and 
others never give them anything to eat at all. 
IR: Speaking about food, I've noticed that the female body is 
a recurring theme in your fiction . 
MA: The female body is a recurring theme for 
everybody. It's a recurring theme for women as 
you can see by opening any women's magazine. 
It's very body-centered. 
slow Oancil1f) 
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Cat's Eye is Just one of Margaret 
Atwood's many novels 
What people of your age have to do is make 
sure those doors and windows don't get shut 
again be-
cause there 
will be ef-
'\ forts to shut 
them. 
LH: There is 
talk of cutting 
the CBC and the 
NFB. 
MA: It's the 
IR: What then is the relationship of art to 
daily events? 
MA: Well, people have been trying 
to figure that one out for at least 
two thousand years. We know it 
MARGARET ATWOOD 
business 
agenda. The 
business 
agenda 
would like us 
connects somehow but we aren't 
sure how. People write you and say 
"This book changed my life." Well, 
what does that mean ?You don't know what their 
life was like before so you don't know how it 
was changed. You assume it was changed for 
the better, but it could be for the worst. (laughs) 
They don't tell you. 
IR: How important do you think the authors intentions 
should be when a critic is analyzing fiction? 
MA: Well, you can never really know what the 
author's intention is, especially if the author is 
dead. But you can know what the intention of 
the text is and that is what you should be look-
ing at. 
MA: It's the only basis that there is. If you're not 
interested in what's written what are you doing 
reading? Or let us put it another way. Presumably, 
the reason why we're interested in artists of vari-
ous kinds is their art. 
IR: Does it bother you that there is an obsession with the cult 
of the artists personality in terms of"What kind of dental floss 
do you use?" type questions? 
MA: I think it's a sort of gossip fill and I suppose it 
helps some people to feel cozier about a work of 
art because they can say: "Well, that person brushes 
their teeth too. Like me." Instead of thinking that 
the art is created by someone very different or very 
far above, it humanizes the artist to a certain ex-
tent. I think it can be taken to a very silly extreme. 
IR: In 1972, you published Survival - a thematic guide to 
Canadian Literaturt.Would you write another Surviml today? 
MA: It was a product of its historical time. When 
it was written most of the Canadian populace 
didn't know, care, or 
believe that there was 
any Canadian litera-
all to be one 
homogene-
ous market 
with no separate tastes, from shore to shore and 
from the Arctic to Mexico because it's easier to 
distribute. They don't want anything to exist that 
isn't money-controlled and money-driven. A 
book I would recommend is 
The Gift by Louis Hyde. He suggests that the 
arts don't really 
exist i.n the 
money economy. 
ture . It was very 
widely read, it was 
very influential and it 
made people sit up 
and think about their 
own literature and 
their own situation. 
It was addressing the 
person in the street 
who had gone to 
high school and had 
been told there was 
People who are 
being deprived of 
literacy are also 
being deprived of 
political power 
They exist in the 
economy of gift 
exchange. When 
people are talking 
about audience 
and thank-you 
notes they are re-
ally talking about 
what comes back 
to you for passing 
what you have 
on. What comes 
no Canadian writer 
except Stephen 
Leacock . Would I 
write it today? I say no because it wouldn't be 
necessary. That point has been made. 
IR: But what about the danger of the American influence? 
What same refer to as the "Coca-Cola colonialization" of our 
culture. 
MA: That's where we live. We live on the fringe 
of an empire and we are regarded by that empire 
as ten percent of its market. The number of Cana-
dian books written, published, bought and read 
has increased but so has the American ownership 
of Canadian companies.TheAmerican film indus-
try really has a very tight stranglehold on cultural 
policy in this country, and it's just by the hair of 
our chinny chin chins that there is a Canadian 
music industry. Once upon a time, Canadian art-
ists were simply closed out of their own market. 
back to you isn't 
money. What 
comes back to 
you is thanks 
which is what you say for a gift. For a purchase 
you just say good-bye. 
IR: The word is a powerful thing. In totalitarian regimes 
like in The Handmaids Tale the first thing they do is ... 
MA: ... take control of the media. Reading still 
is a powerful thing. People who are being de-
prived ofliteracy are also being deprived of po-
litical power. They are easily manipulated and 
are just prey to the fifty-second sound byte. Li-
bel is the big issue now. People are resorting to 
law to squash any independent commentary. I 
fmd it really ironic that veterans ofWorldWar II 
which was fought against totalitarianism are 
now trying to censor The Valour and the Hor-
ror. You're the younger generation, is that the 
world you want to live in? A world in which 
you won't be able to print this interview? 
by Lora Hutchinson 
Canadian University Press 
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MOUTH 
As you may know, Walt Disney's 
~'Aladdin" is now out on video. Dis-
ey's crack marketing team have in-
~pired millions of refrains of "Mom, 
look!" and "Daddy, please?". Sales are 
ut to edlpse any and all video sales 
rds. well before the Xmas wrapping 
paper Is recycled. Considering Robin 
Mllialm' brillimtmanicvocal perform-
F-ee as ~e Genie, and the sheer enter~ pmmem valueofthls hldiana-Jones-on-
a-tupet-rick ~e. these numbers 
't be bothersome. One thing, 
scars this extmaganza for me. 
, peeve. perhaps, but it's undeni-
disturbing: 
11le video isn't the same as the 
theater~ Oh. $UR, check the cas-
felte case. and see in bold print ''The 
Original Animated Classic ... but it just 
· 't so.., '!he openblg musical number: 
bad its 1yrt<:s alrered for the home: 
llersion. They originally read: 
·r CXJ~~~e m. a 1aDd m a m II*IY ;au. 
what the QIIIR1IID Cillllds roam. 
Wllaz they cat off pour IIIII' lf they cbl't like 
)'VIIfb:e. 
Its~JJutHcy! its home" 
Apparently. tbe "ear" line bas 
ffended someArab-American groups, 
, d was changed as follows to avoid 
further offense: 
·W~aaz us Bat Gild .imnlaJse 41111 the hedt 1s 
illtmsc;. 
What kind of offense. exactly 
i:tid these people take to the original 
e? Fmtly. the story is a FlcrrilOUS 
F.: taking place in a Picnnous city 
(Agrabah). with Ficnnous characters. 
doubt even children equate any such 
With present day ctviliutions or 
minorities. If anyone should be lobby-
ing for Disney to change an image. it: 
Should be wcmen's groups. They're bru-
~ stereotyped as perfe<:tly trlm and 
gorgeous or outlandishly huge and 
~~~~~ar::ea 
Secondly. the amputation oti 
bs wu commonplace in the Middle 
for centuries. Hell, the whole plane~ 
ra.s a fucking nightmare! It has got a 
utde better crver the years. now GET 
OVER IT! 
1 could understand the anger 
~d fruStta!ionifthe film contained bla-
bnt a.na.cks uponAra.b tradition, but all 
fuese people have done is proved the, 
l:heory that any special interest group' 
can strong..a.rm their way into any busi-
ness' soft spot by crying and sobbing 
the PC (polltic:ally correct) anthem. Dis-
ney's the target this time, and they've 
crumbled like the house of Mickey. 
ouse cards they are. As for these PC 
tdiots, they are, no doubt, intellectually 
Cball.enged. 
An equally upsetting incident of 
fllm censorship has come to pass slnce 
the ear brouhaha. Disney (again) has 
annonru:ed that it has now cut a scene 
from their football movie, The Program. 
The reasons are more reasonable here. 
but the principal stands. The scene in 
guestion features several football jerks 
proving their "bravery" by lying on the 
dividing line of a busy highway. After 
copying this scene, two REAL teens are 
dead, and one is paralyzed. I offer con-
dolences to the tamily, but their fmgers 
are wrongly pointing the blame at Dis-
ney. 
Michael Shingledecker. 18, died 
while aping the scene. His sister, Patty. 
was quoted by the Vancouver Sun as say-
ing: "Michael would never come up 
with this on his own. He was adventur-
ous, but not stupid." 
I am sorry about you brother's 
death, Patty. but let's get one thing 
straight.Your brother, the "adventurous" 
one, LAID DOWN IN THE MIDDLE OF 
A BUSY HIGHWAY. He ... was STUPID! 
If this trend of alteration, cir-
cumcision, and omission continues, 
movies will continue to be pared down 
to bland, boring shell with no sub-
stance. And jeez, The l'rogram already 
fit that description, without the cuts. 
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Company's courses dupe visa students 
by Sam Lee 
TORONTO (CUP} -- A private firm 
may be exploiting international stu-
dents at colleges and universities in 
Ontario. 
In the past few weeks, adver-
tisements have been found on bulletin 
boards at Toronto post-secondary in-
stitutions announcing the "Foreign 
Study Immigration Program" . 
Visa applicants who enrol in 
and complete the program are prom-
ised "I 00 per cent guaranteed success" 
in obtaining landed immigrant status, 
a claim that immigration officials say 
is utterly untrue. 
The course, based at Seneca 
College, can take up to three years to 
complete, and can cost a student well 
over $110,000. The program is being 
offered by the Overseas Canadian Edu-
cation Foundation (OCEF). run by di-
rector Kelly Sullivan. 
Liz Patterson, director of the 
University of Toronto's International 
Student Center, was approached by 
OCEF representatives several weeks ago. 
She refused their request to put up 
posters advertising the program. ''I've 
looked at their material and it seems 
very much to be a money-making 
scheme." 
"As a matter of policy. we don't 
co-operate with any venture that 
charges money because we don't think 
they're necessary. Most of the advice 
and counselling they [visa students] 
need is available for free," Patterson 
said. "We don't let them put posters 
up. We don't want it to seem like we 
are endorsing any of these groups," she 
added. 
Elayne lockhart, manager at the 
office of international edueation at Cen-
tennial College, was also approached by 
an OCEF representative and refused per-
mission for the group to advertise. 
However, she later found the group put 
their posters up anyway. 
"We don't want them to put up 
the posters. It looks like we endorse it 
then. It looks like we're saying 'spend 
your money here'" said Lockhart. Ads 
have also been put up at Humber Col-
lege and Ryerson University. 
OCEF's ads claim that with this 
program, visa students can" directly im-
migrate to Canada in as little as 1 0 
weeks" and that "no business back-
ground is required." These claims are 
apparently false. 
According to Immigration 
Canada. spokesperson Wendy Bontinen, 
applicants applying through the Busi-
ness Immigration Program must have 
business experience as well as business 
skills. "The Business Immigration Pro-
gram stresses previous business experi-
ence as well as business skills," she said. 
Also, direct immigration in 1 0 
weeks is not likely. Under Canadian law, 
one must apply from a foreign country. 
"I know of no immigration program 
where someone can apply from within 
Canada. There are some exceptions 
made on humanitarian and compassion-
ate grounds, but these are not com-
mon," said Bontinen. 
"It usually takes at least a few 
months to do all the background checks. 
There is no such thing as guaranteed 
immigration," she said. 
Bontinen also criticized private 
immigration programs for charging ex-
orbitant amounts for information that 
can be obtained at no cost. "All the ad-
vice that is needed to apply is available 
at Immigration Canada. offices for free." 
Included in OCEF's advertising 
is a copy of a letter from the office of 
the Ministry of Employment and Im-
migration which states the Foreign 
Study Immigration Program has" a great 
deal of merit and will assist immigrants 
in qualifying under the Business Immi-
gration Program." The ad claims this is 
a letter of approval from the govern-
ment . But ministerial aide Denzil 
Minnan-Wong, who wrote the letter, 
claims he was not giving the program 
his approval . 
"The letter as it was being used 
was a misrepresentation. If people read 
the letter carefully, they will see that the 
minister's office, unequivocally and ab-
solutely. does not give any sort of ap-
proval, nor does it endorse it," said 
Minnan-Wong. He said he has contacted 
OCEF and requested the letter no longer 
be used. 
Sullivan said some of the early 
advertisements may have contained 
some errors. "We're not lawyers. We 
have may have unintentionally made a 
few mistakes but we have corrected 
them in our new information packets," 
he said. Sullivan insists his group is 
genuine. 
"The program has been called 
innovative and has been well received 
by everyone who's seen it," he said. "We 
are filling a gap that private and public 
sector schools aren't. We provide ori-
entation and education at the college 
level." 
"Sure. there are school coun-
sellors, but there are several hundred 
students and usually only one or two 
counsellors." Sullivan defended the high 
tuition fees the OCEF charges. 
"To a Canadian citizen, it may 
seem a little high. but that's because 
they're used to paying $2,000, $3,000 
per year in tuition. Visa students pay 
around $10,000 for two-thirds of a year 
at colleges in Canada. Our tuition is only 
S 1 5. 600 for a full year." 
Sullivan failed to mention that 
OCEF also charges $ 11 . 40 0 per year for 
business training fees and a $28,400 fee 
for an "Immigration Package". Pau!Tuz. 
Better Business Bureau president. agreed 
OCEF's costs were exorbitant. 
"We've seen this sort of gim-
mick before. In the past. there have been 
companies that offer job preparation 
programs, but I've never seen one for 
this much [money)," saidTuz. "I'm sure 
there are one or two very good compa-
nies, but the vast majority offer serv-
ices that the people can easily do for 
themselves." 
Minnan-Wong said Immigra-
tion Canada officials are currently in-
vestigating the group, but declined to 
give further details. 
UBC students sit in trees for three months 
by Graham Cook 
VANCOUVER (CUP) -- The protesters 
sat in trees for three months non-stop, 
until the courts ordered them down --
but they haven't given up. 
The logging of a forested area 
south of the University of British Co-
lumbia is going ahead full steam now 
that the protesters are out of the trees. 
The issue has become bigger than the 
new building site which necessitates the 
logging. It goes to the very heart of who 
controls university campuses. 
The latest struggle erupted over 
a new campus plan presented by the 
university administration in June. The 
plan was developed with almost no pub-
lie input. and proposed new roads 
through student family housing, new 
non-student market housing, and the 
logging of forested areas for new build-
ings on the perimeter of a campus that 
is already one of the biggest in Canada. 
The most contentious new de-
velopment was an area slated to be 
logged and developed into a forest and 
mining engineering centre to be run 
by the National Research Council 
(NRC). 
The new building was pre-
sented as a virtual fait accompli to com-
munity groups and the local native 
group, the Musqueam, who have an 
University unions 
may ioin forces 
by Aaron Paulson 
TORONTO (CUP) -- A merger of two 
national unions could give teaching as-
sistants and non-tenured professors 
greater power across Canada. 
Current talks could lead to a 
merger between the 11 ,000 members 
of the Canadian Union of Education 
Workers (CUEW). and the 3,000 mem-
bers of the Canadian Union of Public 
Employees (CUPE) . 
"The amount of resources at 
CUPE's disposal ... would lead to greater 
integration with the labor movement 
in the rest of the country," said Sean 
DiGiovanna, a representative for CUEW 
Local2 , which represents 3,000 teach-
ing assistants and student lecturers at 
the University ofToronto. 
The merger carries other po-
tential benefits to CUEW m embers, 
beyond increased solidarity with work-
ers at other campuses. 
" CUEW provides a large 
amount of services to its locals. CUPE 
is known as a union that grants a lot of 
local autonomy," said DiGiovanna. He 
added that CUPE may have greater re-
sources nationally, but those resources 
may or may not be as available to each 
local. 
The proposed merger is at least 
partially a reaction to the threat ofleg-
islated wage and employment cuts in 
the public sector. "There is a social con-
tract in Ontario, Manitoba has a similar 
program, and it is currently being de-
bated in Nova Scotia and Alberta," said 
Derek Blackadder, executive assistant to 
the national committee at CUEW 
Both CUPE and CUEW have ap-
proached each other in the past about a 
potential merger. Current talks began 
this August . but are not expected to 
reach a conclusion until next spnng. 
CUEW will have representatives at the 
CUPE national convention in Novem-
ber, to observe the union in action. 
"CUEW is taking the merger 
discussions very seriously, but they are 
st ill in their early stages ," said 
Blacka.dder. 
"We're being very careful at 
frrst ," DiGiovanna said. "One of our top 
priorities is to ensure the same level of 
services to the locals," as provided by 
the CUEW national office. 
The Merger Discussions Com-
mittee will make a report to the execu-
tive body. after which a national refer-
endum will take place to vote on the 
Committee's proposals. 
outstanding claim on the parkland sur-
rounding UBC. In response, the diverse 
interest groups formed COUP, the Coa-
lition Opposed to the University Plan. 
The activist coalition tried to 
negotiate with the UBC administration 
over the plan. but the NRC site remained 
essentially unchanged. In response sev-
eral tree-sitters set up platforms in three 
of the large second-growth trees on the 
site. 
They sat in the trees for three 
months, until the administration threat-
ened a civil suit that has been labelled 
by activists as a SLAPP -- a Strategrc Law-
suit Against Public Participation. 
SLAPPs "have little chance of 
ultimately succeeding in court but it 
costs so much to defend against that it 
really discourages the defendants from 
getting involved." said Ken Wu of the 
UBC Student Environment Centre. 
The UBC suit would have called 
for huge damages and would have al-
lowed the courts to seize the assets of a 
long list of protestors, including "Jane 
Doe. "The COUP protestors decided the 
fmandal risk to protestors was too great, 
and the tree platforms were vacated. And 
since then the trees have been coming 
down, with more than 1 00 cut so far 
for the NRC site. 
Several of the protestors still see 
the environmental value of the site as 
paramount. "This is just about the larg-
est urban forest in Canada," said Can-
tor. "With the pollution levels getting 
to the level where the local government 
is telling people not to use their cars. it 
seems crazy that we're cutting down one 
of the largest urban lungs there is." But 
while campus activists have lost the en-
vironmental battle over this particular 
site, they feel they have broadened the 
terms of the debate to more than just 
trees . 
"We've got to make sure noth-
ing like the NRC siting ever happens 
again. We've got to make sure that all 
decision-making happens not behind 
closed doors but with all our participa-
tion," said Charlotte Vimtrup, a co-
founder of the Coalition Opposed to the 
University Plan (COUP) . "We are the 
stakeholders in this university-- it's our 
university, not [UBC president] 
Strangway's," Vimtrup said. 
Many COUP plotters are more 
concerned with the broader questions 
of who controls the university. The bat-
tie lines at UBC, as at many other cam-
puses. have been drawn by those who 
support direct corporate involvement in 
research and development against those 
who see independent scholarship and 
"the public interest" as paramount. 
Nancy Horsman, a 66-year-old 
student and long-time activist, was at 
the NRC site near the end of the pro-
test, when UBC security and loggers 
were intimidating the protestors off the 
site. "This is land that was given in trust 
by the people ofBC to the university. to 
expand on for academic reasons. I don't 
think they ever envisioned a huge real 
estate corporation development that 
would gut the forest and put in an elit-
ist grad studies engineering complex." 
Horsman told the security guards as they 
asked her to leave the site. 
Horsman also criticized the 
claim that the NRC centre, which would 
house research on robotics for the for-
estry and mining industries. would 
"create jobs. "The sort of technology to 
be developed there would actually 
eliminate jobs and replace them with 
machines, Horsman said. 
While the federally-funded 
NRC has been criticized for focussing 
too much on short term, profit-oriented 
research, it still has some claim to in-
dependence from corporate concerns -
- unlike some other new campus resi-
dents. A company called Forintek, 
jointly funded by BC's major logging 
companies, has built its own privately-
owned research centre on the UBC 
grounds and conducts research specifi-
cally tied to developing new wood prod-
ucts and improving cutting techniques. 
But corporations can only set up 
shop with a supportive university ad-
ministration, say protestors. COUP has 
criticized the largely unchecked power 
of the university administration to con-
trol what happens on campus. For ex-
ample, under the BC universities act the 
administration is not tied to the same 
planning regulations as exist in the City 
ofVancouver. 
Wu said concerned students 
have to make sure the administration 
keeps its promises. "What we want peo-
ple to do is to make sure that the ad-
ministration makes their decisions and 
drafts their plans in conjunction with 
the input of all the students who pay 
their fees here, with the residents of the 
area and with the faculty," Wu said. 
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Perfectly 
Good Hiatt 
JOHN HIATT 
with guests 
The Commodore Ballroom 
870 Granville St. 
Wednesday, November 17 
Doors at 8:00 
Show at 9:00 
John Hiatt hooked up with 
:Ry Cooder to record an amazing 
and uplifting album: 1987's Bring 
The Family. The centerpiece of this 
album is the beatiful balled Have A 
Litde Faith In Me. Hiatt's subsequent 
albums have each earned him high 
critical acclaim and his work is al-
most considered textbook material 
by young songwriters as a recent 
tribute album will attest. 
Live, John Hiatt loves to 
rock. Perhaps this is what inspired 
him to be a part of Litde Villiage, a 
roots rock super group made up 
of himself, Ry Cooder, Nick Lowe 
and Jim Kelmer. The looseness and 
spontinaity of this temporary 
project carries over to his new re-
lease, Pufcx:dy Good Guitar. This is the 
album that trades studio glossiness 
for the grittiness of a great John 
Hiatt live performance. 
Tickets are available at 
Track, Scratch, Zulu, Scratch and 
Highlife Records and all 
Ticketrnaster oudets, or charge by 
phone at 280-4444. 
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Freda Kahlo Lives On 
' 
If you missed 4 Fridas 
last spring, now's your chance! 
Jumpstart Performance 
Society, the Burnaby Arts 
Centre and the Burnaby Arts 
Centre Capital Campaign are 
pleased to present 4 Fridas - a 
performance tribute to the late 
Mexican painter Frida Kahlo. 
Directed and cho-reo -
graphed by Jumpstart's Artistic 
Director, Lee Eisler, 4 Fridas 
is a colourful canvas of 
explosive dance, stunning 
imagery, physical theatre, and 
stand-up comedy. A passionate 
and hilarious story 4 Fridas 
candidly exposes the world of 
four women who teeter in and 
out of the tempestuous world 
of Frida Kahlo. 
.. PIC OF THE WEEK 
Up and Coming: PULL 
our daddy? Can you find him??? <sniff> · 
Review 
Quiet In The Land is a must 
see play! I was surprised and amazed 
that such a serious and religious topic 
was so well presented . It has been 
my experience that most people at a 
university and college level are very 
anti religion and this slant can and 
does negatively affect artistic work. 
I am thrilled that the play has been 
presented in an honest and fresh man-
ner. The Douglas College Theatre & 
Stagecraft Department presented the 
play to the audience and allowed the 
audience to draw their own conclu-
sions, instead of clouding the play 
with personal bias. 
The play takes place in 1917 
Kitchener, Ontario. The story re-
volves around an Amish village try-
ing to cope with the anti German set-
. dement in Canada caused by the war 
and the on slaught of modernization. 
One of the characters has such great 
confusion with the telephone that she 
explains it as being the devil. 
The acting was outstanding. 
Mr. Michael Gill played an Amish man, 
Christy Bauman, hardened by loss and 
deeply in fear of losing the old ways. 
Mr. Scott Harris played Christy Bauman's 
son )'ock. Scott is definitely a credit to 
his profession. He played his part with 
deep conviction and brought his char-
acter to life. I thoroughly enjoyed his 
acting. Mr. Dave Whitrney played Zepp 
Brubacher, a Deacon and Christy's 
neighbor. Thumbs up to Mr. Whitrney. 
for a job very well done!! The young 
woman who played Zepp Brubacher's 
wife, Lydie was incredible. She gave 
her character great life, humor and a 
strong and faith filled inner beauty. 
These traits are all very important for the 
roll her character played. Mr. David D. 
MacPherson must also be congratulated 
for his role. Mr. MacPherson was great! 
He played a jovial Irish drunk and kept 
the audience amused during his scenes. 
The children who appeared in the play 
were also excellent. Ben Dewar, Emily 
Dewar, Sam Dewar, and Serinda Swan 
were all very professional! All in all this 
play was excellent and I highly recom-
mend everyone go to see it. 
4 Fridas previews 
November 24 and runs until 
November 27 at the James 
Cowan Theatre, Burnaby. 
Showtimes are at 8 pm. There 
will be a special Gala Perform-
ance November 25 in support 
of the Burnaby Arts Centre 
Capital Campaign. Proceeds 
will go towards a new arts and 
cultural facility at Deer Lake 
Park . 
All tickets available at 
Ticketmaster outlets or call 
280-3311. 
Me, Mom 
~ 
Odober 8,1993 
Commodore Ballroom 
reviewed by Dug Hebert 
Me Mom & Morgentaler uses 
the freedom of a large band to stretch 
the boundaries of hard rock. The vo-
cals go from primal scream to melodic 
bliss. The instrument,Us go from mash 
to polka. You may think you've seen 
everything but you haven't seen it all 
in one place at the same time until 
you've seen Me, Mom & Morgentaler. 
The seven member band is 
from Montreal.Their menagerie of in-
struments consists of an accordion, a 
saxophone, maracas, bass and lead gui-
tar, a horn (cornet or trumpet, I'm not 
sure which.) and not one, but two 
drum sets. One of their sets had ear 
shattering dance beat. Another was just 
plain weird. I have no idea how to de-
scribe their style, other than entertain-
ing. 
The highlight of the gig must 
have been after their song "Everybody's 
Got AIDS." A member of the audience 
jumped up on stage to declare that not 
everyone hasAIDS and to preach about 
safe sex. The band asked her if she had 
ever heard of poetic license. She looked 
too drunk to remember whether or not 
she had a driver's license. 
Regardless of their name, I 
don't think they have anything to do 
with underground abortion clinics. 
They aie interesting anyway. 
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Check the rules before you boff your prof 
by Brian David Di Leandro 
TORONTO (CUP) -The University of 
Toronto now has rules to regulate sexual 
relationships between professors and 
students -but only if they create con-
flicts of interest. 
Previously, the university had 
not seen a policy about such relation-
ships as necessary. The only mention of 
a conflict of interest between instruc-
tor and student had been in U of T's 
grading practices policy. 
"Since it was found in the grad-
ing policy. the perception was that con-
flicts of interest would only arise in aca-
demic circum~am:es," vice-provost 
David Cook said. "It never accounted for 
the hiring and firing of teaching assist-
ants, grant proposals, or the approval 
of dissertations, for example." 
"We're not going the route of 
some American universities, though, 
where intimate relationships between 
professors and students are prohibited. 
We're applying a level of sensitivity." he 
added. 
Sexual harassment officer Patty 
Stamp, who has contributed to the re-
vised document, agreed. "If a professor 
and student have, or have had, an inti-
mate relationship, it is fair to suggest 
that this relationship then alters the fair-
ness with which one can be have their 
work evaluated, be disciplined, have 
funds or grants be approved, or be hired 
or fired as a TA." 
"Therefore, it's responsible to 
suggest that others may claim particu-
lar students have unfair advantage," said 
Stamp. 
But Stamp stressed a conflict of 
interest is not, in any way. sexual har-
assment. "Sexual harassment is unwel-
come sexual attention. In a professor 
and student relationship, the involve-
ment is consensual." 
"My office receives a number 
of complaints from students who want 
to bring charges of sexual harassment 
now that the relationship has ended. 
But as it was consensual, they simply 
can't. A policy. therefore, will facilitate 
the disillusionment when relationships 
end." 
Stamp said she views the new 
conflict of interest policy as a way to 
evaluate whether relationships between 
professors and students are fair. "Like 
Trudeau, Patty Stamp has no business 
in the bedrooms of those within our 
university community." 
"With a conflict of interest 
policy providing clear guidelines, ave-
hicle of protection is put into place. The 
university benefits since the policy pro-
tects the integrity of all relationships." 
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Mcgill dean of 
medicine 
suspended for 
sexual 
misconduct 
by Kristen Boon 
MONTREAL (CUP) -A McGill medi-
cal professor has stepped down from 
his post after pleading guilty to having 
had sexual relations with an IS-year-
old patient. 
Yves Bergevin resigned from 
his post as McGill's associate dean of 
interhospital and intergovernmental af-
fairs two weeks ago after pleading 
guilty to charges of sexual misconduct. 
A year-long suspension from 
medical practice was handed down by 
the disciplinary committee of the Que-
bec Corporation of Physicians on July 
14. 
The committee agreed to the 
defence's request not to publish the 
decision, but the suspension Bergevin 
began serving Oct 14 was announced 
on Friday in the Montreal Gazette. 
An unidentified female patient 
registered a complaint in November 
1992. A doctor at Montreal General 
Hospital, Bergevin had sexual relations 
with the patient from August 1981 to 
December 1982. He was counselling 
her on an unwanted pregnancy at the 
tj.me. 
The disciplinary committee 
was harsh in its decision. 
"This is a case which illus-
trates, without doubt, the relation of 
inequality between a doctor and his 
patient. The accused was a well-trained 
and competent professional, while the 
patient was defenseless, isolated and 
scared," the decision states. 
Bergevin has resigned from all 
administrative posts at McGill, but may 
take up his teaching post again next 
year. 
Dean of Medicine Richard 
Creuss said Bergevin has an excellent 
reputation at McGill. 
"This is a person who has re-
ally donated himself to society." said 
Creuss, citing Bergevin's two year 
placements in Ethiopia, and his work 
in Northern Canada with the Cree. "I 
hope he can construct an academic ca-
reer again, but that doesn't condone 
what he did." 
After the complaint was lodged 
last November, Bergevin was suspended 
from teaching at McGill from January 
to June. He underwent counselling, 
and was reinstated in the summer, 
"when it was assured he wasn't a 
threat," said Creuss. 
The Montreal General also sus-
pended Bergevin's practice. 
Bergevin is still nominally on 
the hospital staff, and a fmal decision 
on his position there will be made next 
year. 
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Controversial prof. 
unpopular in class 
by Brian David DiLeandro 
TORONTO (CUP) -- University ofTo-
ronto religious studies professor 
Herbert Richardson had a history of 
erratic behaviour in the classroom, ac-
cording to ex-students. 
Richardson, who operates his 
own publishing company and chain of 
unaccredited universities, is being dis-
missed from his tenured position. Al-
though Vice-Dean Donald Dewees said 
he could not comment on the specific 
reasons for the dismissal, he acknowl-
edged that Richardson has been the sub-
ject of numerous student complaints in 
recent years. 
Students who took his classes 
say Richardson had very erratic teach-
ing habits. "He had a habit ofhumiliat-
ing students. He would suddenly grow 
very, very angry. scaring everyone in the 
class," said one student who asked to 
remain anonymous. 
"He clearly exhibited what I 
would deem strange behaviour," said 
another former student. 
"He offered to buy all the books 
on the reading list for all of the stu-
dents in class. If we decided to pay him 
back, he said the money would be given 
to the Salvation Army. It seemed a bit 
obsessive. Nice, but a bit grandiose." 
During one session, the student 
said, Richardson wanted to have the 
class sit in a perfect circle. When a teach-
ing assistant tried to arrange the desks 
and failed, according to the student, 
Richardson fired the T.A. on the spot 
and in front of the class. 
"Richardson just freaked. It was 
very uncomfortable," says another stu-
dent who was in the room at the time. 
The dismissal of the teaching 
assistant was not officially recognized 
since theTA. was not hired through the 
teaching assistants' union. Neither the 
university nor the department of reli-
gious studies was aware that a T.A. had 
been employed by Richardson at the 
time. 
"It's true that he behaved errati-
cally," said a second student in the same 
class. He was very unpredictable. Often 
he appeared to be crying. But I think I 
can understand since he often told us 
that he 'Yas suffering from Alzheimer's 
disease. It kind of accounts for his be-
haviour." 
There is evidence Richardson's 
classroom conduct has been questioned 
by students for some time. For at least 
five years, Richardson received over-
whelmingly negative reviews in the stu-
dent council's anti-calendar, including 
repeated references to his "highly un-
orthodox" and "erratic" classroom be-
haviour. 
Students surveyed in the anti-
calendar criticized Richardson's ten-
dency to ignore the curriculum as set 
by the Religious Studies department and 
repeated failures to honour the univer-
sity's grading policy. 
According to vice-dean Dewees, 
the faculty had been trying to explain 
the concerns to Richardson for over a 
year before dismissal proceedings be-
gan. 
An academic tribunal will de-
termine whether the university's dis-
missal proceedings against Richardson 
will continue. According to the univer-
sity, there are four reasons they are dis-
missing the professor, reasons that re-
main confidential. 
In addition to his classroom 
conduct, Richardson has been criticized 
by provost Adel Sedra for conducting 
private business while on a medical 
leave from his teaching duties. 
Richardson could not be 
reached for comment. 
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WIN-CONTEST -WIN 
CAN YOU NAME THESE FAMOUS FACES? 
ALL WHO ENTER WILL BE ELIGBLE TO WIN A DOUBLE 
PASS TO SHOW AT THE COMMODORE BALLROOM!!! 
-CONTEST GUIDELINES-
I. YOU MUST BE DOUGLAS COLLEGE STUDENT 
2. YOU MUST NAME EVERY FACE 
3. THE MAJORITY, NOT All Of THE FACES HAVE TO BE CORREffiY 
NAMED 
4. ENTRIES MUST BE SUBMITTED INTO THE A&£ MAILBOXIN THE 
OTHER PRESS OFFICE (ROOM 1020) BY NOVEMBER 30, 1993. 
5. DRAW WILL BE MADE DECEMBER 1, 1993. 
6. WINNER WILL BE CONTACTED BY TELEPHONE A.S.A.P. 
----------------------------------------------------------------
BALLOT 
WRITE CORRESPONDING NAMES (FIRST & LAST) HERE: 
1. _____________ _ 
2. _____________ _ 
3. _____________ _ 
4----------------------
5.·---------------------
6.·---------------------
1-·------------------~-
8 .. ---------------------
9·---------------------
10. ________ --------------
11. ________ --------------
12. ________ -------------
F~LNAME ____________________ ~_ 
STUDENT# __________ _ 
PHONE# (DAY)-----------
PHONE# (EVENING)-----------
MY HONEST,ONE WORD DESCRIPTION OF THE O.P.: 
----------------------------------------------------------------
.-7-
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MIT's leading linguist and one of the United States' most vocal dissi~ 
dents speaks out in this revealing interview 
November 16, 1993 
Soun:c: The McGill Daily. McGiU University 
by Wayne Hiltz 
MONTREAL {CUP)- Noam 
Chomsky has been described as one of 
the United States' leading dissidents. For 
over 25 years, this linguist has been 
perhaps the most outspoken critic of US 
foreign policy in the Third World. 
During the 1980s, he turned his 
biting analysis to US interventions in 
Central America, denouncing the US-
financed contra war against the Sandinista 
government in Nicaragua and US support 
for brutal Salvadoran and Guatemalan 
military regimes against popular and 
revolutionary movements. 
With the present United States 
involvement in the UN-imposed em-
bargo against Haiti and the concomitant 
potential for another US occupation 
(Haiti was invaded by the United States in 
1 91 5 on the pretext of protecting US 
citizens and American interests in the 
region) this interview could not be 
timelier. 
Q: Has there been much change in U.S. 
policy towards Latin America under the 
Clinton administration? 
Chomsky: Well, of course there's a 
change. The U.S. won a pretty big victory in 
Central America so it's no longer necessary 
to crush and destroy popular forces by 
terror. They've mostly been subdued and the 
U.S. did succeed in imposing what it 
wanted. 
A former State Department official 
under Reagan, Thomas Carruthers, points 
out that the US was strongly opposed to 
democracy throughout the whole region -
all of Latin America. There's a negative 
correlation between us muuence an<l 
democracy. Namely, where US influence was 
least in the Southern Cone, there was a 
movement towards democracy which the 
Reagan administration in fact opposed, 
though it sort of went along with it. 
Where the US interests were stronger, 
like in Central America, there was a sharp 
regression. While there was a move towards 
a formal facade of democracy which 
Carruthers points out correctly was a top-
down kind of democratic change which 
maintained in control the traditional elites 
with whom the U.S. has always worked and 
who will turn the region into a kind of 
assembly plant for US corporations and a 
resource center. 
And that was pretty 'much achieved, 
mainly by terror. 
Q: Turning to Haiti, has it been the 
case that the fears of a left-wing president 
have led to less than shining support for a 
Haitian democrat? 
November 16, 1993 
Chomsky: That's putting it rather mildly. 
When PresidentAristide was overthrown 
(September 1991) by a military coup after seven 
months in office, the US essentially did nothing. 
We have been sitting there and we're still sitting 
there while the state terrorists are carrying out a 
very definite and perfectly obvious plan. It is 
namely to demolish and destroy the popular 
organizations. 
Haiti had developed, to everyone's amaze-
ment, an extremely vibrant and lively civil 
society based on popular movements -labour 
movements, women's groups and neighbour-
hood organizations and so on, which came out 
of nowhere. And it achieved this astonishing 
victory).n the December 1990 elections which 
swept Aristide to power. 
And now the military and the 'kleptocracy,' 
which runs the place and whom we established 
and maintained in the first place, are now 
demolishing it. They are tearing it to shreds so 
that, if Aristide ever does get back, he will 
basically be without a base of popular support. 
The whole structure is designed so that if he gets 
back at all, which is not so obvious, and stays 
alive, which is maybe even less obvious, power 
will be back in the hands of what are called 
'moderate' elements of the business community. 
As the press explains, they are opposed to 
Aristide's populist reforms. But they're moderate 
because they don't think that you should just 
murder everybody in sight. 
Q: Despite getting in a sympathetic con-
servative government in Nicaragua in 1990, 
why does it seem that the U.S. is still bent on 
undermining it? 
Chomsky: In 19 7 9, the traditional murder-
ers, torturers and oppressors were finally thrown 
out, includlng tlieir U.S. aff':J.iates, those who 
owned property in Nicaragua and who had 
worked together with Somoza in imposing a 
brutal and violent tyranny over the population 
and then robbing them. So their property was 
confiscated without what the U.S. called ad-
equate compensation. 
First, we spent a decade running a murder-
ous, terrorist war against Nicaragua and the US 
was condemned by the World Court. That didn't 
make any difference. It just continued right 
through Bush. Finally, the US sort of got its way 
and got in the government what it wanted. 
In the meanwhile, it managed to ruin the 
country. Nicaragua is virtually down to the level 
of Haiti with tens of. thousands of kids starving 
in the streets. But the U.S. won't relent. 
A couple of months ago, the Senate passed 
a resolution saying it [will] cut off the little 
trickle of aid going to Nicaragua unless they 
prove that they were not involved in interna-
tional terrorism. That really takes arrogance. We 
carried out the biggest terrorist war in history to 
destroy Nicaragua and now we demand that they 
prove to us that they are not involved in intema-
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tional terrorism and that they let the FBI go in to 
ensure that that's true. 
But last week (September 22), the Senate 
surpassed it and passed a bill by 94 to 4, saying 
that there would be absolutely no aid to Nicara-
gua at all unless they returned confiscated 
Somoza properties. 
Q: Do you think the recently signed 
NAFTA side deals on environmental and labour 
issues will make much of a difference or will 
they lower social standards in all three countries 
? 
Chomsky: I read the side deals. It's essen-
tially meaningless without going into the details. 
NAFTA is· not a North American Free Trade 
Agreement. The only true thing in that phrase 
are the words "North American". It's not free, 
it's not about trade, and it's surely not an agree-
ment. In fact, take a look at the polls (against 
NAFTA) in the United States and Canada or 
popular demonstrations in Mexico and you'll 
find out how much [of] an agreement it is. 
It's highly protectionist so it's not free. It 
goes way beyond trade so it's not trade. The 
reasons that American corporations like it, and 
probably their Canadian counterparts, is pre-
cisely because of its protectionist features. The 
few real advocates of free trade oppose it be-
cause it is so highly protectionist. 
The whole agreement is carefully designed 
and delicately crafted to protect the rights of 
investors and to disregard the rights of working 
people and the general population and of future 
generations- that's what' environmental 
concerns' are. They had hoped to ram it through 
in secret. It was basically crafted in secret. 
Nobody knew about it. 
But to their surprise, grassroots organiza-
tions and others got concerned and began to 
make a fuss about it and the thing came in the 
public domain. There's a lot of opposition. In 
fact, most of the population is opposed, maybe 
for the wrong reasons. But opposition is enor-
mous. 
Q: What about the media coverage on the 
oppositic;m to NAFTA ? Is it too much focussed 
on Ross Perot ? 
That's right. They pick up Ross 
Perot. That's the only opposition that's tolerated 
and the reason is that his objections to it are 
absurd. So you can make fun of them. On the 
other hand, what about the objections that were 
presented by the Congressional Office ofrech-
nology Assessment, Congress' main analytical 
branch. 
They gave a detailed, careful analysis of 
why this particular version of NAFTA is radically 
incorrect and will drive all three countries down 
to what they call a low-wage, low-growth 
equilibrium with harmonization downward. 
And they offered quite constructive proposals for 
a revision that would not simply be geared to 
investor rights and try to consider broader social 
concerns. The press won't cover that! 
Q: What is the U.S. role in the peace 
process in El Salvador and in next March's 
elections there? 
Chomsky: The U.S. wants top-down forms 
of democratic control which will keep in power 
elite elements that will establish what we call 
market societies. We will impose the discipline 
of the market, which we don't accept for our-
selves of course. But we'll impose it on these 
countries so that they can be exporters of raw 
materials, they can provide cheap labour, they 
can be places to which you can export pollution. 
What we want is for them to keep that 
service role. If it can be done under a electoral 
facade, fine. If it can't, we'll come in and force 
them and murder them as we've been doing for 
seventy years. 
Q: There have been some small signs of a 
lessening of hostility with Cuba. Does this mean 
a gradual rapprochement with Cuba or there 
will be continued hostility ? 
Chomsky: There are two things which have 
to be achieved [for the US]. First, Cuba has to be 
restored to its traditional status, namely an 
American plantation which it was until 19 59. 
Secondly, the world has to be taught a lesson that 
anyone who stands up to the godfather gets 
smashed. 
Cuba. was able to survive for years and 
that's intolerable [to the US]. The Third World 
has to understand that our vision of the world is 
totalitarian. Everyone succumbs, nobody stands 
up and if you do, you'll suffer. 
So the Cubans are going to suffer. For 
about 30 years, the pretext was that we're 
opposed to Cuba because it's a Soviet outpost. 
That was a total fraud from the beginning. 
In fact, the decision to overthrow the 
Cuban government was formally taken by the 
Eisenhower administration even when there 
were no Russians in sight and Castro was quite 
anti-communist. The Russians then disappeared 
from the scene [last year], eliminating the 
pretext. 
The US.response was to tighten the stran-
gulation of Cuba. Under pressure from candi-
date Clinton in the election campaign, Bush 
signed a bill advanced by liberal Democrats -
theTorricelli Bill- which tightened the em-
bargo. There were huge protests in Europe and 
Latin America, but who cares?That's the way 
things work. 
Q: Do you see any reason for optimism for 
popular movements in Latin America ? 
Chomsky: The only hope for popular _ 
movements in Latin America is exactly what it 
has always been. If they get sufficient support 
from within the United States which will im-
pede the exercise of US power, then they'll have 
a chance to survive. Otherwise not. 
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twisted sbeets 
li awake roework 
BRAND NEW FRIEND 
1 found a brand new friend 
Smiling with string. 
Dizzy spells and dancing in the dark, 
A wish or two on a star or whatever. 
He was a fire talk friend, 
A shoulder_ of sorts, knew what to say. 
Everything in common, sitting together 
Words and thoughts poured, so much to look forward to. 
He was a rainy day friend 
Not afraid of the puddles. 
An endless talk, up to our knees in conversation: 
Free, sharing, together. 
He is a distant friend, 
Busy with things and changed it seems. 
Yet in my heart, 1 think of special times. 
I need another brand new friend. 
Sidewalk 
The ·ty 
1 e . ed to do ho to sleep. . roy neck. 
too ur too busy knots tn 
roy thoughts to loosen the without them- lanl<ets. 
hift tcying rnfortable d too cold . on the b 
1 s o~ition is ~o he covers an d the cat lymg 
noP t with t 1 s aroun 
. c~ can be a lonety and 
temtymg existence 
Solemn Ond hard 
Faces Probe y: 
until " . . ou, explore You 
rOU 91Ve In let in 
It's too ho mfting roy eg 
1 roll over, s from the bed 
ss sends her pt. . 
estlessne . th contem while. My r tail Wi ce for a 
twisting her d the extra spa at the ceiling f roy thoughts. 
. k aroun d stare . war o lldC back an twisting 
1 flop to roy d rder in the roy mind forehead. 
. ng to fln o flit across . side of roy tcyl d images g the lU 
words an trails alon 
. vapour f roy grasP: arroonY leavmg. pt roe. of rest out o cause dish 
They disru tle harmonY thin as theY. 
pull the gen s stretch roe d pounding. 
WoriY and s~esthat sets roy hea ality of sound 
n01se air h the re Random d talk to the hts throug 
. pan thoug 
I s1t u aken roy . ter stage.· 
tcying to we hts crowd lU . moment in cen 
... K ore thoug tion, thel!. " pilloW. 
1v1: ding atten mg mJ 
deman roach, hugg d la" there, 
roy sto 
1 
e an ·J I lay on ,, them cos ' 
ant to sleeP··. hea\'Y I let 
1 Vi rds are so 
My .e'!e \or rest. Vanden-Eykel 
Wrot1ng by NancY 
Why must we insist on killin 
_the flower that grows g 
m th~ concrete cracks? 
Who s running this show? 
Who iudges the iudger?. 
I am not You. · 
l'mm e. 
That's more than You've got. 
Jerimiah John Garcia 
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Oueen•s students sink student paper 
Lori Thorlakson 
NGSTON (CUP)- Queen's Uni-
sity students have delivered a 
andate to end funding for Surface, 
e often-controversial student pa-
The anti-Surface campaign em-
phasized incidents such as these, as 
evidence of the paper's exclusion of 
straight white males. 
had not made any alternative fund-
ing plans. 
Michael Carnegie, who helped 
run the anti-Surface campaign, said 
if Surface was unable to make the 
transition, it was because of an over-
sight by the editors. 
"They should have been ex-
peering their funding to be scaled 
back," he said. "If they cannot con-
tinue, the people on the No side 
should not be blamed." 
Carnegie said he believed that 
a paper that was completely editori-
ally autonomous would be danger-
ous, because it would leaveASUS le-
gally liable without givingASUS any 
power. A preferable situation, he said 
would be one in which ASUS "not 
only recommended to the editor but 
in fact [had] a bit of power over the 
editor." In an Arts and Science Under-
duate Society (ASUS) referendum 
t week, 55.6 per cent voted against 
e paper keeping its funding from 
e society. 
"We're disappointed," said Sur-
ce editor Junipero Lagtapon, "But 
•e tried hard, we did the best that 
ASUS presidentJenn Steeves de-
fended Surface, saying, "I really be-
lieve in the paper, I feel it is much 
different this year than in the past." 
Steeves said she did not think the 
vote reflected changes in this year's 
issues of the paper. "But the deci-
sion has been made," she said. 
Steeves will support the student's 
decision. ''I'm in a very difficult po-
sition. I ran on a platform of sup-
porting the paper, I also ran on a 
platform of being accountable to stu-
dents," she said. 
Ubyssey Paper Turns 75 
e can ." 
David Anderson, Surface pro-
uction manager, said"the "paper ar-
ued that it was an alternative voice 
o the main student paper, the 
ueen's Journal. 
"We tried to get our message 
cross, that our mandate is to pro-
. de a forum for marginalized forms 
f expression on the campus." 
Andrew Dick, leader of the No 
paign, called the referendum a 
eat victory. "Students have had the 
ance to speak in the most demo-
atic way possible. They have said 
hat they don't want to continue 
mandatory funding of Surface." 
Surface has been a lighming rod for 
controversy at Queen's for over two 
years. In October of 1991 , its edi-
tors received death threats after 
printing a poem that criticized white 
heterosexual males. 
Two months later, the paper 
again stirred up controversy when 
it published an all-women's issue 
with a graphic that stated "You can't 
rape a .38." 
Anti-Surface leader Dick said he 
believes Surface will now become in-
dependent, and losing funding will 
only speed up the process. 
However, both Lagtapon and 
Anderson believe the sudden loss of 
funds will preclude Surface's chances 
of making the transition to an inde-
pendent paper. 
Lagtapon added that as a fuliAtime 
student, he did not have the time to 
devote to creating an independent 
paper. 
Steeves also said it would be dif-
ficult for Surface to successfully be-
come independent. 
"It is expensive to run a paper, 
and difficult without resources and 
without time," she said. Steeves ex-
plained the paper's staff had believed 
students would support the mandate 
of the paper and sustain funding. 
When the referendum came, they 
VANCOUVER (CUP) - It's been 
slammed, praised, hated and loved 
but always read. Miraculously, it sur-
vived last summer on death row. And 
now it's 7 5 years old. 
"It" is The Ubyssey, the Uni-
versity of British Columbia biweekly 
student newspaper, which fust pub-
lished on October 17, 1918. 
Ubyssey staffers - who call them-
selves the Ubyssmals -celebrated 
Oct. 13 with a special 75th anniver-
sary issue. 
The paper has been a stepping-
stone to fame for many Canadians. 
Some have become poets, like edi-
tor Earle Birney and news writerTom 
Wayman. Some have entered politics, 
such as sports editor John "Chick" 
Turner and B.C. Tory Senator Pat 
Carney. Famous past Ubyssey writ-
ers include Pierre Berton, CBC jour-
nalist Joe Schlesinger, columnists 
Allan Fotheringham, Michael lalpy 
and P~ Worthington and 
humourist Eric Nicol. 
Although the paper looks dif-
ferent today than in the past, many 
Disco's dead? Whaddaya mean, disco's dead? 
This well-bedecked young Travolta was one of many who showed 
up to last Thursday•s Halloween bash in the Cafeteria, but 
(unfortunately) was one of few who dressed up for the occasion. 
. Hope you all had fun! -photo: Gillian Garner 
things about The Ubyssey are the 
same as in 1918, Ubyssey News Co-
ordinator Graham Cook said. 
"The Ubyssey continues to be-
lieve in and practice good writing 
and investigative journalism," Cook 
said. "That hasn't changed, and it 
won't." 
The Ubyssey also has a reputa-
tion for sticking up for the interests 
of students. In the 1920s, it attacked 
fraternity hazing, led a letter-writ-
ing campaign to lobby for a perma-
nent campus for UBC and also at-
tacked a student council plan to ban 
women from seats on council. 
During the Second World War, 
it was one of the only newspapers 
in B.C. to urge that Japanese Canadi-
ans had as much right to live in 
coastal areas as anyone else did. 
Last week's anniversary issue 
included writeups and comments 
from Ubyssey alumni and features 
on the history of the paper. 
As with any other student pa-
per, The Ubyssey's critics have his-
torically been louder than its fans. 
In 1955, the Rev. E.C. Pappert called 
The Ubyssey "the vilest rag you can 
imagine and the best argument for 
censorship that could be produced." 
The paper has also been at-
tacked by the UBC administration 
and student council. The paper has 
been shut down five times, in 1931, 
1951, 1959, 1961 and this past 
summer. 
After last summer's shutdown, 
the staff was allowed to bring the 
paper back to life, but under the aus-
pices of a council-appointed Publi-
cations Board, which has the power 
to fue staffers, change editorial poli-
cies and shut down The Ubyssey. 
Ubyssey staffers are carrying 
on, nevertheless. 
"Well, we've been allowing 
students to express themselves for 7 S 
years," Cook said. "We're still here 
and still being read, so we must be 
doing something right." 
Source: The Ubyssey, University of 
B.C. 
·-··-·······-······························-·--·····----·····-·-·-----~ 
Our Phone Numbers 
Have Changed 
• Many staff phone and fax numbers in the Ministry of Health 
in Victoria changed in November. This change should not 
affect the public's ability to reach key programs and services 
such as the Medical Services Plan, Pharmacare and Vital 
Statistics. These nv.mbers will not change at this time. 
If you do have any difficulty reaching the Ministry, you can call: 
• the Ministry of Health enquiry number in Victoria 
952-3456 or 
• Enquiry BC at 387-6121 in Victoria, 660-2421 in 
Vancouver and 1-800-663-7867 elsewhere in B.C. 
m Province of Ministry of Health and 
= i 
~ British Columbia Ministry Responsible for Seniors 
; .............................................. --....... ·-···-··-·--------·----' 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
in 
LIBERAL STUDIES 
with concentrations in 
• Anthropology • Geography 
• Biology • History 
• Creative Writing • Modern Literature 
• English 
• General Studies 
• Political Science 
• Psychology 
• Sociology 
Malaspina University-College in Nanaimo is now 
accept!ng applications for the third year of this unique 
Bachelor of Arts degree offered in conjunction with UVic. 
Interested? For further information, please phone collect 
(1) 741-8757 
UVicU 
UNIVERSITY OF VICTORIA 
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Featured Poet 
... JooefChung ... 
M~Love 
Isn't it stra~ bow, 
- a moment can, 
ch~tbi Stra~r s'Jtl bow it 
can sneak up on ~u 
I'b trieb not to lose tbe li®t, 
foUfb, baro for nw fove 
but sbe elwoo me 
coulb sbe live without me? 
woulb sbe tbrive7 
coulb sbe grow? 
I can onl~ 90 so far 
withOut ber 
sbe was lost 
or_was I7 
perbaps I neeb ber 
to be reall~ alive 
Salvation is her so~ kiss 
sbe is beautJhtl 
Anb I fort~Dt ber 
But tben sbe founb me 
Anb I was filloo witb an 
explosion. of starli£ht 
Tbe magic came back anb we were 
'Wonberht[ 
In nw prille I aSk.oo 
"Aker so lone, 
bow ma ~ ~b me7" 
I lookoo back anb founb . .. 
I know notbin9 
of~u 
But somehow, 
a stra:neer 
eave her tbe means 
to come 
back 
- Dellicateb to Vanessa Rooke 
I secn>ch yoU'!' eyes fOT' life 
bene~th yoU'!' icy stare 
but you l~y so still ~nd cold 
You don't even know I'm ther>e 
I -remember> b~ck to when we met 
Such joy ~nd bliss we sh~-red 
Spending so much time together> 
th~t ever>yone thought us~ ~it 
But then th~t dT'ug took hold of you 
~nd tU'I'ned youT' wOT'Id upside down 
You bec~me ~ sh~nger> to me 
~nd you neveT' c~me ;T'Ound 
8are 
I 6lDik doom rile wid BfreefB alone 
in a 6/ad and white MOOl 
when they fell you c.olour iB a Bym6ol 
ofooul 
ir8 al6lDyB roinin9, heavily 
then ide remember rhar I don~ feel 
wldneM 
unlike you I kinda like if our here 
in rile idOOdB 
zoom in on c.o66/e Bfone and 6lDfer 
fTOOl8 6y 
if fridleB our ro rhe river and on 
fo rhe 880 only ro 6e moved asain 
in unendin9 c.yde if refurnB here 
over and over and over and .. 
Bimilar ocene bur nOOl all iB IJoiiOOl 
everyrl>in9 iB grey ldifh no 6/ad and 
white 
Bmeared 6lDferc.olourB 6y rhe rain 
rile only riling real here iB me· 
and I Mill din9 ro you 
'fhey c.all you me "beau,. and I knOOl 
rhat ir rllymeB ldith ... So Moor? 
and ~er oo muc.h if Bhould seem 
qaire Bfronge 
. rhat I'm alone, 
whenever you re ldifh me. 
I -rec~ll hying to spe~k to you 
But the ~nswer>s wer>e neveT' the-re 
YoU'!' woT'ds stung ~nd huT't me so b~d 
th~t I figu-red I didn't c~-re . 
One d~y I hope to see you ~g~in 
'When my he~T't is not so bl~ck 
I c~-re ~bout you now but it's too l~te 
YoU'!' gone ~nd you won't be b~ck. 
Ple~se fOT'give me. 
Niki King-Jocks 
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.... PttwNTS A"&•MRECQIU)ING ~ . 
John Hiatt 
&. The Guilty Dogs 
priHnts, .. ·, ·u,llC: · · !.. · ; ·-· -··. - · ' s 
.. • .. • \ __ 1' ~ • 
. . . . ~ ~- . ~' ·. 
· · · . 8QvA.~~~G9FOUR3! 
,.()()()RS 8:30-PM .· · 
• presents Capltd ~ArtiSts 
Bl.ind -Melon • -Tea Party 
-I .,.. ... on~ ¥II;§ 1 . With special. guests 
_Partial proceed$ to Province Christmas Empty __ Stocking fund 
Monday, ,~ember 20 ~ 8:~ 
I THINK SOMETIMES 
I THINK SOMETIMES WE NEED 
TO LEAVE THE PAIN IN THE PAST 
IN THE DEADNESS THAT COMES 
AT SUNSET. 
IF WE DON'T THEN WE 
ARE REQUIRED TO CARRY THE SHIT 
AND PAIN AND HATRED WITH 
US THROUGH ALL OUR STEPS. 
BUT SOMETIMES IT CAN BE 
SO SCARYTO LETYOURSELF BE 
HEALED. TO HEAL YOU HAVE TO 
HURT AND LET OTHERS HURT 
FOR YOU. 
AND YOU GET SCARED THAT MAYBE 
THEY WILL NOTWANTYOUR PAIN 
AND THEY WILL LEAVE YOU 
THAT'S A COMMON FEAR 
ATTHE BOlTOM BUT 
WE NEED PEOPLE TO GET 
PAST IT. NEEDING IS 
FRIGHTENING BUT THERE ARE 
PEOPLE WHO CARE. 
NANCY VANDEN-EYKEL 
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SOMALIA DIAR~------
The tarmac is barely discernible 
From the baked, hard dirt 
That lazily swallows its edges, 
As we stall to a landing 
Trailing dust storms from our wings. 
The air is dry in the sun's bright rays and 
I am carrying a multi-hued palette of fears; 
.,.. . 
For the first year in twenty 
I am home again, 
But I do not know this place. 
The city seems diseased, 
Bombed, what buildings are left, 
Scarred with bullet pocks. 
Fighting broke the food chain, 
Now there is man-made famine. 
Too, soon will come rain 
And with it - cholera. 
With this crew I have returned to record 
The nature of this tragedy. 
But I am beset by the things the camera 
Cannot capture. 
At the Red Cross camp 
We are given our 'technical team' -
Guns for hire; security for the tour. 
There are armed teenagers everywhere 
As we make our first visit, to prove our neutrality 
To the warlords; the stinking scavengers 
Who control this city, and who my guts threaten to 
Revolt at, by the though of 
Boot-licking to. 
From the camera truck, a woman 
Lying at roadside, 
A stone clutched, pres\ed hard against 
Her head. Her desperate grip fading, 
As children, near catatonic, 
March naked to the feeding centers 
And lie lifeless in the teasing shade. 
Of perversely swaying palms. 
At the center for the severely malnourished 
I curse my own health. 
Intravenous needles pour liquid food 
Into breathing skeletons 
Lying on coarse mats 
In a darkened room. 
Stiff with the horror, flies on my skin, 
The stench traces miseries through my nose 
And I resent my own body 
For noticing this discomfort. 
With now, a mother; 
Whose last remaining child sits with us, 
But in unnatural stillness; 
I speak in Somali. 
I quiver, her words like splinters, 
Her agony a rough bark 
Against my nerves, newly exposed. 
My tears before her dry eyes 
Shame me bitterly 
By my body's ability to spare them. 
Still later, we caught in crossfire 
As gunmen in doorways shoot shadows 
In the bloody twilight. 
Macho youth, too numbed by death 
To value life, or see their crime, 
The smell of powder strokes their rage. 
On the morning I ride 
With the collectors of 
Overnight dead. 
Lifting corpses, by hundreds 
From hospitals and feeding centers. 
After the first stop 
I do not continue, 
The bodies are so tiny. 
JADE 
Credit for this piece is deserving to: IMAN, 
for having made the trip, and having written 
about it in 'Vogue, Dec:/92. ' From her 
experiences I have shamelessly intuited and 
extracted these images and feelings, both with 
and without evidence. Both the ideas and the 
title have been lifted, respectfully, from her 
article. 
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Self-Infliction 
''You're the one, aren't you? 
Her question confused me 
tricked me 
ignited my souL 
yet all i could do was stare 
in the drunken stupor of my 
silence. 
.,. -
her eyes .... 
blue? 
green? 
black and blue. 
transfixed on the desire 
to tell her and let her know. 
"fuck off." 
was all that spat out of my teeth. 
The story ·of my life. 
Jerimaih John Garda 
h for seren\\V 
"the searc · nis eves \ \oOK It'\ 
times dO ~'/out\'\, r\O~ roa~~e innocence o r\d ot \ies'? 
and see enses tne ~o 
betore ne s ·ng voung'? 
~ beh· 1 ? tne \O'/s o du\t games . 
wnere are n \ost to a unsung. 
tne'/ bee torgotten. 
r\a"e a\\ gone. 
"fne songs na"e done 
d eds cou\d "~ urse. wna~ a~~OU~ tniS dread!~i~e bO'/'S sun'? 
to bong a ··'"' c\ouds. 
'"' de ~'\1' 
and s' ,a son'? 
or rea 
. tne b\aroe p\an 
Wnere IS "roaster on'? 
. '"' roe or "' n treas \s it ~It\' . «ers sue 
tnat a cnl\d su 
. oobertson S'/Ma n 
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love H Fam·1 I ate 
A I Y~ Friend nger C s 
Torn ,; Onfusion p . 
Tw etween tw I aln 
o Cultures o Worlds 
I 
Act th· 
E IS Way XPect · lVI at.ons R ~ Parents s I esponsibu· 
Tymg ll'le d tandards •ty, Family 1i 
Wau· own I esPect 
lng me in 
Repress· . 
Try· lng me 
lng to mold 
-ld me 
o not fit 
M.a 
. 
two Poellls 
I ' • d]fk' 
e tot Your B . . 0 Uch llllsh 
crush eyes Yourp ,,: 111ake O.u.te la 
aw.kw You feeJugJ Ughter 
th ard-untiJ Y. 
at jazz hi suddellJ 
takes Yo . ts You, tilt y 
W":-., UJnto th s You ~.u.r~. o[ th. e 
Where the l~gs 
the trum big band 
and th I]Jet . 
esaxo ,~... 
Play so £ 'PllOne 111 
You ~- ast all an 
.l\.llOW 
between are stars 
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Douglas College•s Basketball Team Hosts 
Ninth Annual Royal Classic Tournament 
Douglas College's Men's basketball 9th Annual Royal 
Classic Tournament Took Place on OCT. 14-16. 
GAME #1 DOUGLAS COLLEGE 87 MEDICINE 
HAT COLLEGE 70 
TneRoyals started the 1993 Royal's Classic in fine 
form, defeating the Medicine Hat Rattlers 87-70. The 
Royals started quickly building an early $ix point lead. 
While the Royals were demonstrating their size advantage, 
they expanded their lead to · 13 points ending the half, 
leading by six points. 
A scuffle ensued after the second half started, 
resulting in one floor ejection from the Royals team and 
two bench ejections, including the assistant coach, for 
leaving the bench. The head coach was ejected by rule 
since there were three tossed from his team. The DC 
headcoach was noted by the Rattler coach to have handled 
himself well in a calm, rational manner while addressing 
the situation. 
Despite the loss of both DC coaches, injured forward 
Chad Caldwell took over the head coaching duties, and 
lead the Royals to a 87-70 victory. Tory Greenidge (#22) 
led the Royals with 20 points, while Vern Knopp (#40) 
added 19 points and 5 blocks. 
GAME #2 SEATTLE BLUE ANGELS 122 
DOUGLAS 70 
After cruising to the victory in their first game of 
the tournament, the Royals ran into a roadblock c~l the 
Seattle Blue Angels on Friday Oct. 15. 
The Angels were in control the entire game, leading 
63-35 at halftime, and went onto a 122-70 victory. The 
Blue Angels shot a phenomenal 65% form the field. Rob 
James (#24) led Douglas with 11 poi~ts and 8 rebounds. 
GAME #3 DOUGLAS 86 SAlT 60 
The Royals had an early game Saturday morning in 
the Thomas Haney Centre, Maple Ridge, and played the 
SAlT Trojans, Calgary. The undisciplined play of the 
Trojans proved costly as the Royals took advantage of 
SAlT's weaknesses, cruising to an 86-60 victory. Rob 
James led Douglas with 18 points and 8 rebounds, and 
Frank Urefe chipped in 12 points and 8 rebounds for the 
Royals. 
GAME #4 MEDICINE HAT 70 DOUGLAS 69 
The Douglas Royals countered the Medicine Hat 
Rattlers opposition for the second time in the tournament. 
This time showed a more favourable result for the Rattlers. 
The Royals seemed tired and lethargic during the 
entire game. Fortunately, the· Rattlers couldn't take a 
substantial lead over the Royals. 
IIC CA. A 
CM"~'> 
GOLF 
sa~ 
Rob James (#24) and Mike May(#ll) charge for the ball. The result? The ball went out 
of bounds and hit the photographer. PHOTO:ELAINE LEONG 
With a little over a minute remaining the Royals started to nurse 
their four point lead by using stalling tactics. Unfortunately, the plan 
backfired as the Royals never scored again, and the Rattlers scored with 
5 seconds remaining to win 70-69. 
Participating Teams: 
DC Royals 
Medicine Hat Rattlers 
SAlT Trojans (Southern Alberta Institute Technology) 
Seattle Blue Angels 
Langara Falcons 
Central Washington Wildcats 
Tournament Results: 
1ST - SEATTLE BLUE ANGELS 
2ND - CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Tony Pomonis was named to the tournament All-Star team. 
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Volleyball 
Date: 
Nov. 25 
Nov. 25-27 
Nov. 27 
Dec. 3 
Dec.4 
Dec.30 - Jan.9 
Jan. 22 
Jan. 23 
Jan. 28 
Jan. 29 
Feb. 11 
Feb. 12 
Feb. 19 
Feb. 20 
Feb. 25-26 
Mar. 9- 12 
Date: 
Nov. 25 
Nov. 25 -27 
Nov. i7 
Dec. 3 
Dec. 4 
Dec.30 - Jan.9 
Jan. 22 
Jan. 23 
Jan. 28 
Jan. 29 
Feb. 11 
Feb. 12 
Feb. 19 
Feb. 20 
Feb. 25-26 
Mar. 9-12 
Women's Schedule 
Opponent: 
Columbia Bible College 
AA Boys' Provincials . 
Columbia Bible College 
College New Caledonia 
College New Caledonia 
Hawaii 
Selkirk 
Selkirk 
Location: 
HOME 
HOME 
HOME 
Hawaii 
HOME 
HOME 
Okanagan Okanagan 
Okanagan Okanagan 
BCIT BCIT Campus 
BCIT BCIT Campus 
Malaspina Malaspina 
Malaspina Malaspina 
BCCAA Championships Cariboo College 
CCAA Championships -, Calgary 
Mens Schedule 
Opponent: Location: 
Columbia Bible College HOME 
AA Boys' Provincials HOME 
Columbia Bible College HOME 
College New Caledonia 
College New Caledonia 
Hawaii Hawaii 
Selkirk HOME 
Selkirk HOME 
Okanagan Okanagan 
Okanagan Okanagan 
BCIT BCITCampus 
BCIT BCITCampus 
Malaspina Malaspina 
Malaspina Malaspina 
BCCAA Championships Selkirk College 
CCAA Championships -,Calgary 
Time: 
6pm 
9am 
6pm 
6pm 
10 am 
6pm 
10 am 
6pm 
12 noon 
6pm 
6pm 
6pm 
12 noon 
Time: 
8pm 
9am 
8pm 
8pm 
12am 
6pm 
12 noon 
8pm 
2pm 
8pm 
8pm 
8pm 
2pm 
Badminton 
Date: Opponent: Location: Time: 
Nov. 19-21 Jr. Tournament HOME 9 am 
Nov. 27 BCCM#2 B.C. LT. 9 am 
Jan. 15 BCCM#3 Capilano 9 am 
Feb. 12 BCCM#4 HOME 9 am 
Feb. 26 BCCM Championships @ Malaspina 
Mar.9-12 CCM Nationals Truro, Nova Scotia 
Nov. 21 DC vs. VRC 
Nov.28 Makeup Games 
Rugby 
West Coast Women•s 
Rugby Association 
Team 93-94: 
Britannia Lions 
SFU Clans 
Douglas RFC 
Incognitos R.F.C. 
UBC 
U.of Victoria 
Vancouver Rowing Club 
Velox Valhallians 
12:15 pm 
Jan.16 Velox vs. DC !2:15pm 
Jan. 23 Incognitos vs. DC 
Jan. 30 UBC vs DC 
Feb. 13 DC vs UVic 
Feb. 20 makeup Games 
Feb. 2 7 DC vs. SFU 
Mar.6 VRC vs DC 
Mar 2 1 playoffs 
Mar 27 finals 
4pm 
!2 :15pm 
!2:15pm 
2:30pm 
!2:15pm 
Basketball 
Women's Schedule 
Date: Opponent: Location: 
Nov.19 Okanagan Okanagan 
Nov.20 Cariboo Cariboo 
Time: 
6pm 
6pm 
Nov.26 Skajit Valley USA 3:30pm 
Nov.30 Everett USA 6pm 
Dec. 3 Malaspina HOME 6:15pm 
Dec. 4 Trinity Western U. Langley 8pm 
Dec.13 Concordia College Sea quam 6pm 
Dec.27-30 Grossmont Cnm. College ;ournament, SanDiego 
Jan.14 UCFV Clearbrook Com.Ctr. 8pm 
Jan. l5 vee Langara VCC Campus 6pm 
Jan.21 Capilano Capilano 4:45pm 
Jan.28 Okanagan HOME 8pm 
Feb.4 Trinity Western U. HOME 6pm 
Feb.5 UCFV HOME 8pm 
Feb. II Malaspina Malaspina 4pm 
Feb.12 Capilano HOME 6pm 
Feb.18 Cariboo HOME 8pm 
Feb.19 vee Langara HOME 6pm 
Feb.24-27 BCCAA SemiFinals home-court advantage 
Mar.3-6 BCCAA Finals home-court advantage 
Mar.16-19 CCAA Nationals Lethbridge, Alberta 
Mens' Schedule 
Date: Opponent: Location: Time: 
Nov.26 CaribooTournament@Cariboo 8 pm 
Dec. I Everett USA 3:30pm 
Dec.3 Malaspina HOME 4 : 15 pm 
Jan.21 Capilano Capilano 4:45pm 
Jan.28 Okanagan HOME 8 pm 
Feb.4 TrinityWestern U. HOME 
Dec.4 TrinityWestern U. Langley 
Dec. 1 0 St. Marines USA 7 pm 
Dec. II Tacoma USA 6 pm 
Dec. 29-Jan. 10 Arizona Tournament U.S.A. 
Jan.14 UCFV Clearbrook Com. Ctr. 6pm 
vee Langara LangaraCampus 8 pm 
6pm 
6pm 
Jan 15. 
Jan.21 
Feb.4 
Feb.19 
Feb.5 
Feb.11 
Feb.12 
Feb.13 
Feb.13 
Feb.l8 
Feb.19 
Feb. 20 
Feb. 24-27 
Mar.3-6 
Feb.16-19 
Capilano Capilano 8:45pm 
Trinity Western U. HOME 8 pm 
VCC Langara HOME 8 pm 
UCFV HOME 6 pm 
Malaspina Malaspina 6pm 
Capilano HOME 8 pm 
Grays Harbour USA 7 pm 
CentralWashingtonUSA 7 pm 
Cariboo HOME 6 pm 
Okanagan Kelowna 8 pm 
Cariboo Cariboo College 8 pm 
BCCAA SemiFinals home-court advantage 
BCCAA Finals home-court advantage 
CCAA Nationals Lethbridge, Alberta 
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Needed: Women in Sports! 
by Niki King- Jocks 
like pretty much everything in this decade, team 
sports seems to be the latest thing that needs to be intro-
duced to gender equality. Women need to get involved and 
be accepted, not only as players in every sport, but also as 
coaches, officials, coordinators, etc. 
Unfortunately, however, even in the nineties there is 
much standing in the way of women being involved in sports 
on every level. The problem being is that women who do get 
involved in sports mostly get into it because their husbands 
or boyfriends are involved. Its the whole social-cultural thing 
of sports only being there for men. In Canada women hold 
only 28% of the executive director positions and only I 0 % 
of the national coaching positions. This is out of almost 7 0 
National Organl'Zed sports leagues. 
Women in Canada cite lack of access due to gender 
inequality as one of the major reasons hindering them from 
participating in organized sports. Another reason may be the 
unconscious discrimination that women are facing when-
ever they do participate. However, unless we have women 
coaches and women officials involved m sports how are we 
to ever teach the next generation of children, especially the 
boys, that women can and are equal participants in sports. 
Children in our culture grow up watching men play, referee, 
coach and own all the teams in all professional sports leagues, 
so there is the obvious bases for the unconscious discrimi-
nation that all women feel when they try to participate. 
Recently a 5-year old girl started playing on her first 
softball team in New Westminster. On her first day of prac-
tice she was greeted almost instantly by 5-year old male child 
on the same team who said, "Oh great! We're going to lose 
now, there's a girl on our team!" Fortunately for the little 
girl she had a coach who quickly spoke up and replied to the 
little boy, "I guess we must be in real trouble then because 
yuur coach is a girl too!" Because of the fact that the coach 
was a women, instead of bolting off the field and never com-
ing back the girl just smiled and never thought twice about 
the boy's comments. 
In terms of coaching positions women have a lot to 
offer. More often than not children quit participating in team 
sports because they have bad coaches. What makes a good 
coach is commitment to the players in time and energy and, 
also caring. Caring is very important especially when coach-
As the Defending Champions ... 
The Douglas College Badminton team hosted the fust 
BCCAA Tournament of the season and continued where they left 
off last season. Douglas placed first overall and won all S events. 
Winners of their respective events were as follows : 
Men's Singles • 
Women's Singles • 
Men's Doubles· 
Corey Loken 
Julia Chen 
Dak Ban 
Michael Co 
Women's Doubles· Rachel Shlu 
Mixed Doubles • 
Tomoml Ohkubo 
Gary Nyugen 
Tosca Lueks 
FINAL STANDINGS: 
1ST 
2ND· 
3RD • 
4TH • 
5TH • 
6TH • 
DOUGLAS 
MALASPINA 
BCIT 
CARl BOO 
vee 
CAPILANO 
Womens Basketball team Claim 
Third Place in SAlT Tourney 
The Womens Basketball team travelled to participate in 
the SAlT tournament on Oct. 29-31 . In their first game, the 
Royals went head to head with thee Lady Trojans from SAlT. 
Douglas started with great intensity. the Royals pushed to a 25-
6 lead. But, due to several mental lapses SAlT was able to come-
back to win the game in the final seconds 52-SO. Celeste Rivet 
lead the Royals with 16 points. 
In the second game, the Royals still seemed to lack some 
intensity but managed to keep up with the Mount Royal Cou-
gars, trailing at the half 3 1-29. The Royals managed to fight 
ing children and trying to keep them interested and involved. 
And caring is one attribute that most women can accom-
plish with ease. 
In the media we are inundated with the view of the 
stereotypical coach, the overweight, overbearing man with 
the whistle around his neck. His only means of motivation 
being how loud he can rant and rave at his players. It is 
because of this stereotype of coaches that we are all brought 
up to believe that women don't get involved in coaching. 
They feel that this media version is what a coach should be. 
This not only discourages women from coaching but also 
keeps little girls form playing, after all who wants to do some-
thing for fun and get yelled at for it. 
There has been only marginal increase over the past 
decade of women's participation in sports dispite efforts by 
various interest groups that are involved in encouraging 
women to do so. Women need to realize that being in posi-
tions of authority in the sports helps men realize that women 
aren't incompetent when it comes to it. Tradition has to 
change so that women have more mentors in the sports in-
dustry, this is the only thing that is going to change peoples 
ideas. 
One of the groups involved in encouraging female 
participation is tl1e Coaching Association of Canada. They 
have a program called READY, SET, COACH that is dedicated 
to encouraging women in Canada to consider becoming 
coaches. 
Geoff Gowan, president of The Coaching Associa-
tion says, "Sports administrators are missing out on a large 
pool of potential coaches by not considering women for the 
job. We will frequently ask Dad to coach the local soccer 
team, but rarely consider asking Mom" . 
The fact is that women are highly under-represented 
in sports. Because of this under-representation other women 
are not motivated to join sports in many areas because they 
are not willing to be the barrier breakers. 
Another group that is involved in motivating women 
towards sports careers is Promotion. They are dedicated to 
ensuring that all females have access to any opportunity in 
sports that men may have. Without these organizations that 
promote women in sports most women would have to go it 
alone. 
back to get a I 0 point lead early in the second, but the Cougars 
edged their way back once again to overcome the Royals 63-58 . 
Leading the Royals were Jenee Lutz (12pts) and rookie Sheri 
Zimmerman (10) . Marlee Siemens was have a great game as well 
with 8 points, 6 rebounds and 4 blocked shots, unfortunately she 
was taken out late in the first half with a sprained ankle. 
The Royals dominated throughout their third match against 
the Medicine Hat Rattlers. Playing extremely aggressive on both 
offense and defense, everyone contributed as the Royals went not-
stop to the final buzzer destroying the Rattlers 7 3-31 . Leading the 
Royals to victory were Robyn Knight and Rookie Melanie Batouche 
with 14 pts each. The Royals were faced with the early first half 
loss of rookie Joanne Blesch to an unfortunate knee injury. 
The Royals went on to challenge the Grant MacEwan Grif-
fins. Coming out with the game winning attitude and intensity. 
they dominated once again throughout the game. With 24 steals 
and 42 rebounds, the Royals displayed excellent examples of skill 
and teamwork from the opening tipoff to the fmal buzzer leaving 
the Griffins behind 72-47 . Robyn Knight lead the Royals with 14 
pts., while Brooke Nygard added 10. 
Douglas College Athletics Director, Betty-Lou Hayes 
says, "Women deserve to have all the benefits from sports th_at 
men have had for years." Some of the benefits that one re-
ceives from working in sports are lifetime skills in manage-
ment, how to motivate a group of people towards a common 
goal and how to deal with stress and defeat. Not only are 
women who don't participate in sports losing out on these 
lifetime benefits but they are also missing out on all the fun 
and social aspects of it as well. 
® . " . . 
Bronze Medal Game 
Douglas: 57 SAlT: 50 
In the Bronze medal game, Douglas met up with SAlT 
once again. Both teams worked extremely hard, but by the 
half the Royals had pulled ahead by 12. The Royals came out 
even stronger in the second half determined to win. SAlT had 
that same determination but got themselves into foul trouble 
with 7 of their 11 players having 3 or more fouls. The Royals 
took advantage on the opportunity and shot an excellent 62% 
form the line enabling them to hold onto their lead and defeat 
SAlT 57 -SO and capture the Bronze medal. Jenee Lutz led 
Douglas with 17 points. 
FINAL STANDINGS: 
1ST 
2ND • 
3RD • 
4TH 
FRASER VALLEY 
MOUNT ROYAL COLLEGE 
DOUGLAS COLLEGE 
SAlT 
Mens Volleyball Team Takes 1-1 
Record vs VCC 
Douglas College Men'sVolleyballTeam travelled to Van-
couver Community College to take on theVCC Falcons, Nov.S 
and 6. 
On the first day, the men were not as successful as the 
women. The lack of quality serving and service reception con-
nibuted to the 3-0 (1 S-1 0, 16-14, 1 S-7) loss. 
Saturday night saw a different Douglas Men's team as 
they came out strong in all aspects of the game and defeated 
VCC 3-1 (15-10, 10-15, 17-16, 15-12) . Strong serving and 
hitting proved to be too much for the VCC squad. Douglas's 
ran a balanced attack which seemed to keep vee's defense guess-
ing the entire match. Adam Kelly, Brad Premack, Jeff Foo and 
Kurt Heinrichs all had strong matches. The win leaves Doug-
las with a 3-1 league record. 
• 
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Men's Rugby 
S~a._son Opens Up 
~ for Competition 
by Stucut Jett 
On Oct.17, Douglas College's mens 
rugby team ~ to Western Washington 
Un.tversity to launch defense of their 1993 
Northen Collegiate Rugby Union (NCRU) 
Championsb1p Jitle. 
While the game marked the start of a 
new season. it also introduteda relAtively young 
R~ team to collegiate rugby. With only a 
kw experienced veterans. added to the fact that 
coach Mike Collins was in Victoria with the 
women's team, the Royals had every reason Jow 
down to defeat before the game even started. 
ButSUl'I!Diler was not in the Douglas Col- · 
lege vocabulr)t. 'I1le teain p~ fiercely, with 
the coaclling and leadershlp void that was ad-
mirably filled by the veterans. 
Lad: of team cohension ;and jitters lead 
to a 3-0 score in f.lvou:r of the host Vikings, but 
the Royals came out fighting in the second half, 
scoring an unanswered l9 points enroute to a 
19-3 victory. 'Ihewinwas convincingmdsup-
ported by strong perfonnances by team captain 
run LaCroix, Jeff Stromgren, Derek Hill, Trevor 
Felts and the ~ess veteran Craig Anderson. 
Douglas College Rugby offers a fine tra-
dition of good rugby and scholastic acllleve-
ment as well~ a healthy soctall!ke around the 
ooDege. Practices are ~esdays at +t30pm at 
Queens Pm.:. New players are always welcome. 
See you on the pitch! 
Womens 
Volleyball 
Team Takes 
Double 
Victory in 
Defeating 
Rivals vee 
Falcons 
On Friday November 5 the Douglas 
College Women's Volleyball Team travelled to 
Vancouver to take on the defending BCCAA 
Champions, VCC Falcons. Douglas seemed 
nervous from the outset of the match as they 
dropped the first game I 5-I 0. The team set-
tled down in the second game and took con-
trol of the match, winning the final3 games 
andthematch3-I (IO-I5,I5-7,15-12, I5-
9). Leading the Douglas attack was Sasha 
Klunder with 14 kills and I6 blocks, while 
Holly Brown added 2 kills and I 5 blocks and 
Sherry Laffiing chipped in with 8 kills and 4 
blocks. 
And on Saturday Nov. 6th the VCC 
Falcons returned the visit, travelling to New 
West. to take on Douglas Royals Women's 
Volleyball Team. A much more relaxed Doug-
las team contributed to a 3-0 (I 5-5, I 5-9, 
I 5-4) victory. Douglas had a balanced at-
tack as four players had 8 kills or more. Lead-
ing the attack was Chris Wohlleben (II kills, 
IO blocks), Sasha Klunder (IO kills, 14 
blocks), Blyn McMullin (9 kills) and Sherry 
Laffiing (8 kills) . 
'->VL.I 
1993 
As the Defending Champions ... 
The fourth and fmal BCCAA GolfTourna-
ment was conducted at the Morningstar and 
Fairwinds golf courses in Parksville on Oct. 9th and 
lOth. 
Though Saturday will be remembered as 
the worst day for Douglas College as they trailed 
UCFV by ten strokes, on Sunday. Douglas came back 
to beat UCFV by 7 seven strokes to win the BCCAA 
Championships. 
Finals Results: 
I st Douglas College Royals 
2nd Fraser Valley (UCFV) Cascades 
3rd Cariboo College Blues 
4th Malaspina Mariners 
Scores for Oct.9th and 10th are as 
follows: 
Saturday: 
Dave Townsend-SO 
Steve Haldane-82 
Mike Longridge-84 
Sunday: 
Mike Longridge-7 7 
DaveTownsend-79 
Rob Hewstan-79 
Bryn Parry-80 
Steve Haldane-8I 
Brandon Cheetham-85 
now sits with a 4-0 record and are tied for first with 
Malaspina. Holll Brown (left) lumps up to aHack Vee Falcons (right) with the ball, set up 
by Sherry! Murphy (#1 0). PHOTO:ELAINE LEONG 
RUGBY 
it's· :not just fo .. nae:n a:nynao .. e! 
DOUGLAS COLLEGE RUGBY 
CLUB 
The Douglas College Rugby Club's 
Women's Team needs you! Anyone 
interested can just show up at: 
Queen's Park on Monday & 
Wednesday at 8:00 pm 
for practice. Games are every Sunday. 
No experience necessary. 
For more information call Mike at 936-4955 or 
Lisa at 944-2457. 
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ANew 
Student's 
Opinion 
by Trent Ernst 
Something strang e hap-
pened to me on the way to class the 
other day. 
Actually, it wasn't the getting 
to class that was weird, it was get-
ting to class. You see, after a month 
of attending this here institution, this 
· was the first time I got to a class with-
out the aid of my daytimer.This may 
not seem a big thi~ to you, but it 
was to me. 
You see, I come from Small-
town, Saskatchewan (all right, I 
heard that snickering. Stop it. Sas-
katchewan is a perfectly fme place 
to grow up. No, really.) I spent all 
my school years in the same build-
ing (Not in the same classroom. It 
wasn't that small a town.) It was a 
familiar place. Each room had its 
own atmosphere. Its own flavor. Per-
haps it was the peanut-butter and ba-
nana sandwiches left in the desks, 
but I don't think so. No, it was more 
the character of the rooms. Each one 
spoke out about the people who at-
tended the class. If you were to walk 
into a room, and see the finger paint-
ings hung proudly on the walls, you 
knew that you were in the grade I 2 
room. 
Here, though. I don't know 
about this place. The rooms have 
about as much character as AI Gore. 
How am I supposed to differentiate 
between rooms?There are no fmger 
paintings hanging to proclaim "Yes, 
you are in the right room." There is 
no teacher's desk covered with toi-
let paper telling me that this is the 
place to be. 
I have never been in the high 
school of a large city, but I suspect it 
is the same. At high school, you are 
(supposedly) in the same building 
6 hours a day, 5 days a week. Things 
start to develop character. Personal-
ity. Not like this place. Here you walk 
in, do your 2 (or 4 , or 6) hours and 
go, leaving no trace of life in the 
room vacated. 
And it bugs me, you know. 
They're sanitizing education. That 
isn't the way it was meant to be. 
Knowledge is not something to be 
institutionalized, it's something to be 
proclaimed. To be experienced. It 
isn't clean. It's dirty, grubby, get-
your-fmgers-in-and-dig. And they 
wonder why people don't really 
seem to care to learn. They've taken 
what is interesting, and made it qor-
ing. And they've built a building 
around it and called it a place of 
learning. Learning isn't about tests 
and assignments. It's about life. And 
life isn't sanitized by any means. Yet 
by taking and sanitizing education, 
are we not establishing a trend? Are 
we not saying that "this is 
important ... this is boring" and by 
equating the two, teaching that life 
is boring? 
As an island in this sea of 
mundanity. stands the Other Press of-
fice. Noble. Proud. Different. If you 
ever get sick of walking into card-
board-cutout rooms , if you ever 
need some relief from the sanitized, 
neutered environment of the class-
room, stop by sometime. Of course, 
when you get here, you'll need a vi-
able excuse. Let's see ... well, you 
could start writing for the OP.That's 
a good reason to be in a newspaper 
office. Then you can complain about 
anything you want to. Like, 
"Dwight, where the hell are you?" 
or "I think they should hang a full 
scale replica of a B-52 bomber in the 
concourse." Join the Other Press. 
Rebel a little. Rebel a lot. Be a non-
conforming conformist. Join the OP 
and make a statement. Catch ya in a 
couple. 
CLASS/FIE OS 
EMPLOYMENT 
Person with advanced Cobol 
needed. Salary $8.25/hr. 2-15 hrs/ 
week. Contact Connie in Student 
Placement, room 2710 tell her you 
are applying as a DSS access aide. 
ECE Center Endowment Fund As-
sistant. Early Childhood Education 
Department. Salary $8.25/hr. 5-15 
tirs/week. Contact Student Place-
ment Office, room 2710. 
Health Sciences Learning Re-
source Center Aide. Health Sci-
ences Department. Salary $8.25/hr. 
5-15 hrs/week. Contact Student 
Placement Office, room 2710. 
Career & Employment Preparation 
For Adults With a Disability Student 
Services Salary $8.25/hr. 5-15 hrs/ 
wk Contact the Student Placement 
Office, room 2710 
Student Nurse Evaluation 
Project. General Nursing Depart-
ment Salary $8.25/hr. 5-15 hrs/wk 
Contact the Student Placement 
Office, room 2710. 
The Other Press 
DO YOU LIVE IN MAPLE RIDGE? 
NE YOU LOOKING FOR 
WORK? We are looking for a relief 
'nanny' to cover Saturday nights 
through to Monday mornings. If you 
are an energetic, reliable, non-
smoking driver who likes kids and 
likes to do things with kids, we'll 
make sure our mom and dad pay 
you well. We are 3 well behaved 
boys and ages 6, 8 & 1 0 who like 
to keep busy. Please call 463-3333 
and ask for Mary or Deedee. 
The Burnaby Volunteer Centre 
has numerous volunteer opportu-
nities available. If interested please 
call 294-5533. 
PERSONAL 
Need mutual respecting trust-
worthy supporting best friend? Pos-
sibly sharing/ devotion to god/ 
higher consciousness/ Quaker-like 
meditation/ non-fundamentalist! 
non-showy/ unworldly-materialistic/ 
warm witty male 30/ genuine 
vegetartian seeks SF 30 under for 
monogamy. PO box 5011 0/ South 
Slope/ RPO-Bby/ V5J 5G3. 
Lost: a half-eaten candy bar. Last 
seen heading north up 8th ave. If 
encountered do not make any sud-
den moves. Trained to attack on the 
command word "Huh?" Responds 
to the name "lck." lck is missed 
dearly by her family. If seen please 
call 555-3505. 
Pathologically lying single man 
looking for woman to shower gifts 
upon, massage 8 hours at a stretch, 
and clean up after. If gullible, please 
call 555-3505 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
The Women's Center is always 
seeking updated information on the 
status of women for its resource 
files. Information in the form of rec-
ommended readings, papers pub-
lished, magazine and newspaper 
articles (indicate date and source), 
legal issues, events and new re-
source/services available to 
women. Drop off information at the 
Women's Center or send through 
the office mail. Thanks for your 
help. 
Greenpeace demands a halt of radioactive 
waste shipments and reprocessing 
HELSINKI (GP) - Greenpeace con-
tinues to campaign against the Finn-
ish nuclear company Imatran Voima 
Oy's (IVO) nuclear waste trade. Ac-
tivists from Finland and Sweden to-
day blocked two entrances of the IVO 
Helsinki headquarters demanding 
that the state-owned company halt all 
shipments of high-level radioactive 
waste to Chelyabinsk, Russia. 
In spite of Russia's accumu-
lating radioactive waste problem, un-
stable political situation and a history 
of accidents in Russian reprocessing 
facilities, IVO is transporting spent 
nuclear fuel to Mayak military reproc-
essing facility in Chelyabinsk. The 
most recent shipment left last night 
from Loviisa where IVO's two nuclear 
reactors are situated. In total there have 
been I I similar transports since I 9 8 I. 
According to information given 
to Greenpeace by Russian authorities, 
the Mayak reprocessing facility does not 
have an operating licence. This is due to 
inadequate information as to the tech-
nical standards of the facility. 
The former operating licence 
expired at the beginning of]uly 1993, 
and so far it has not been renewed. In 
. practise this means that the facility is 
operating illegally. The International 
Atomic Energy Association (IAEA) is not 
responsible for the surveillance ofMayak 
as it is not a civil nuclear facility. 
"Finland is sending more 
waste to Russia, a country that'is un-
able to deal with the accumulating 
problems caused by its own radioac-
tive wastes", Green peace campaigner 
Iida Simes said in a press conference 
in Helsinki today. "The nuclear indus-
try in any country has to take care of 
its own wastes locally and in the saf-
est possible way", she continued. 
"Western funds have to be channelled 
to close down reprocessing facilities 
like Mayak and to provide help to 
people who suffer from,radiation". 
Simes concluded. 
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URGENTLY NEEDED for home-
tess street kids: 
-blankets 
-food 
-clothing 
Three kids died on the street last 
winter. Please call Carolyn at 
522-7206 or drop items off in the 
women's center. 
The Disabled Women's Network 
of Vancouver, DAWN -Vancouver 
is holding monthly meetiongs for all 
disabled women intersested in 
meeting other disabled women for 
support and information sharing. 
Meetings are held on the second 
Sunday of each month from 2pm 
until 4pm at the Vancouver Hous-
ing Registry, 501 East Broadway. 
For more information please call 
253-6620. Note: the next meeting 
will be on Sunday, November 21. 
Meeting to organize commemora-
tive event for the 14 women mur-
dered on Dec 6th, 1989 at L'ecole 
Polytechnique in Montreal. Time: 
Thursday, Nov. 18th, 1993, noon 
Woman's Centre Room 2720. 
ACCOMODATION 
Shared accommodation in Maple 
Ridge. Male seeks N/S roommate. 
2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, bright 
new condo. Fully loaded. $350 
+Utilities. Available immediately. 
Call Edward or Aladar 255-5254 
FOR SALE 
For Sale: 1992 Honda Civic OX 
Hatchback. 5 spd. 4 spkr CD, 
Alarm, Ext. Warr. 45,000 Km mint 
condition $11,995. 436-5602 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
TYPING Term papers, Resumes, · 
etc. Copy-Editing. Laser Printing. 
Fast turn around. Reasonable 
prices. Photocopies, Fax, Mail Box 
Rentals. MAIL & TYPE, 9632 
Cameron (Lougheed Mall) 420-
6245. 
WANTED: We pay cash for tools, 
furnature, antiques, stereos and 
miscellaneous items. Call Jeff at 
942-4057 or Derek at 526-4818. 
Douglas College profile: 
In 3 0 years as a biologist, 
teacher and feminist, Mary H 
Vickers has inspired hundreds of 
young women to explore and par-
ticipate in the fascinating world of 
science and technology. Her en-
thusiasm, love of nature and nur-
turing spirit give young women 
the confidence to pursue their in-
terest in science and to investigate 
science- related careers. 
Mary's own interest in sci-
ence beganduring high school in 
Ontario. A lecture by a visiting bi-
ologist had a profound effect and 
proved to be a pivotal event in 
establising her career path. She 
completed a Bachelor 's degree in 
biology at the University of To-
ronto, Master 's in zoology at the 
University of British 
Columbia(UBC). Mary then 
Mary Vickers 
honed her communication and or-
ganizational skills by lecturing part 
time at UBC- later teaching high 
school biology -while raising three 
children. 
In I9 8I,a group of women, 
led by Maggie Benston, founded the 
Society for Canadian Women in Sci-
ence and Technology (SCWIST). 
Mary became SCWIST's first presi-
dent. During her two-year term, 
SCWIST hosted the first national 
conference for women in science 
and technology at UBC in I983. 
Under Mary's dedicated 
stewardship, SCWIST has developed 
an impressive series of programs for 
young women: 
Girls in Science: 
Hands-on workshops with 
activities designed to show girls 
aged 9 to I 2 that science is inter-
esting and entirely appropriate for 
women. 
Ms Infinity: 
Math + Science = infinite 
career choices. One-day conferences 
in smaller communities throughout 
BC and the Yukon. Young women 
( I4 to I 6) meet women pursuing 
interesting and dynamic careers in 
science and technology and partici-
pating in math/ science workshops. 
Quantum Leaps: 
A half-day conference to in-
troduce grade II students to 
women who love their work in sci-
ence, technology and related feilds. 
These programs convey the 
message that science is exciting, fun, 
relevant and accessable. Mary and 
SCWIST believe that role models 
and mentors are very mportant in 
encouraging young women to 
choose careers in science and tech-
nology. 
Professionally, Mary con-
tinues teaching and communicat-
ing as a biology instructor at Doug-
las College. Soon she hopes to see 
more women in science and tech-
nology and improved access to re-
warding careers in these fields. 
Congratulations, Mary, on 
your achievements. 
by Holly Keyes 
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Make Your .Voice Stronger! 
Howard King 
- ·Mayor 
Harprit Husband 
Councillor 
Brian Pynn 
Councillor 
Wade Murray 
Councillor 
Chic Gibson 
Councillor 
Lower taxes means lower rent 
Ted Pearce 
' Councillor 
~ Some Candidates running for office consider renters in 
New Westminster "tumbleweeds" and a burden on civic 
serv1ces. 
We say New Westminsters 20,000+ renters are an asset 
to the city, valuable customers & an important voice in 
shaping our community. 
Remember, tenants also pay property taxes, indirectly through 
their rent. Recent tax hikes imposed by City Hall will ulti-
mately be passed onto the tenants by building owners. 
~ The current mayor & Council imposed 1 hour parking 
meters without even consulting you first because they 
think that you don't matter and they think that you 
won't vote! We say they're wrong! 
Voter Age Lowered to 18 years 
Recenr-amendments to the B.C. Municipality Act have lowered 
the voter age from 19 to 18 years for municipal elections. 
Not on Voters List? 
If you have not voted before or recently moved to New West-
minster, you can register on election day. To register, you will 
need proof that you reside in New Westminster for at least 30 
days. A utility bill will suffice for this purpose. For information 
call TEAM NW at 522-VOTE (522-8683). 
We are a group of individuals who believe in this community and finding innovative ways 
to provide services to this community! 
Your vote does count! Please elect Howard 
King and Team NW on November 20th. 
SATISFY YOUR SUPEREGO 
JOIN Till llnl£11 I'IIBSS 
BRASH POLITICS ••• UNSUPRESSED 
EMOTION ••• RAMPANT RUMOURS ••• 
NAHHH ••• JUST A BUNCH OF 
BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE DO'IN THEIR JOB. 
WE WELCOME YOUR COMPANY AND 
CONTRIBUTIONS. 
MEETINGS EVERY WED. AT 4:00PM IN ROOM 
1020. FEEL FREE TO DROP BY ANY TIME. 
0 • 
DON'T BE A WEENIE, JUST VISIT. 
